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INTRODUCTION
The Rosebuds, teachings on the virtues, gifts and fruits of
surrender, pathways to a life to which all Christians are called
were received as locutions and inspirations. I found them
deeply enriching and demanding. They were also life changing.
Today when so much calls us to a life which is self orientated
they focus on a life of selfless giving. They firmly remind us
that God, Father, Son and Spirit is the Creator of all things and
that this should be our focus. I share these teachings with you
as instructed in the hope that you find them helpful to your
journey to the Heart of God.
The Rosebuds, Flowers of Surrender of the Crucified Jesus,
were received over a period of nine months and form part of a
series of locutions received since 1980. They are reprinted
exactly as given with no alterations. Where a slight explanation
is necessary this is made clear.
We are all called to Holiness. There are no exceptions.
Whether we are single or married (I am married to Michael with
three ‘grown up children’), priests or religious the Lord calls us
to a life of surrender and obedience to His call.
I pray that you will be encouraged by these teachings to embark
on this road.
With love and prayer, Halina.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
St. Paul states “Do not restrain the Holy Spirit: do not despise
inspired messages. Put all things to the test. Keep what is good
and avoid every kind of evil”.
1 Thess 5 : 19-21.

GRACE
FIRST ROSEBUD
Thursday 12th August 1999 10:06am Church of St. Michael the Archangel. after Mass
MOVED TO HUNTINGDON. (3rd. August 1999 )
Jesus.........Halina, I said to you yesterday, Why do you ignore Me? Do I have to give you a special
call in order for you to listen to Me? Can you not respond at the slightest whisper of the SPIRIT? My
sheep, my sheep, my sheep -where are you all, where are you? I cannot see you in my house. I call you
all, yet you do not come. Halina, offer me your body as expiation for those who are lost and wandering
away. I need victims, Oh how little the world understands this little word. It is such a pure word. So
Holy. My Father has blessed it and all those who hold its secret. Why, Halina, do you say that you do
not understand what the Father and I say to you when we ask for your body? In your heart you do, but
you turn away from the purity of the call because you have made assumptions about how We will use
you body. All we ask is that you offer up your entire self as a sacrifice for us to use as We will, not as
you think or conjecture. Pray to Our Father for this grace of total surrender. You keep offering most
'of' yourself and keep some elements back. Yes you try but you depend on your resources not Ours.
Remember, remember, remember, you can do nothing without Us/ Me. Halina, I wish to school you
further I pour out my grace upon your soul~ bathe you in light and holiness, make you transparent.
Now glow with that light, the light of truth. Halina, do not let anything or anyone deflect you from
your mission. Before you came to Huntingdon I gave you three visions. do you remember them ?
Yes, you do. Please write them out (Jesus relates them as I start to use my words).
The first one I showed you, a chapel, a room in a house, you saw the altar and the potted flowers the
background was cream. This is where I want you to spend your time. It is My house not yours. Think
how similar your house is to what you saw? No, it is not the same but it might be with your prayer.
The second vision was of me on the Cross. You were puzzled because I was seemingly lying downsideways- the Cross was the white cross and I was all in light- as was the cross. Halina can you not
understand. I am rising- my cross is being erected for all to see. Soon it will appear- like the dawn- It
is not yet time for it to be fully visible but it will be soon. The world is in turmoil and I am lying at the
door of the dawn and will rise above the earth. Pray about this for you have the image clearly in your
mind.
Finally I gave you a picture of myself on the cross- a natural image surrounded by 16 roses, around the
cross like stars. You were perplexed as to the meaning of this and I asked you to pray about this,
which you did- seeking an explanation. I am true to my word. If you ask you shall be told. We are in
relationship are we not. Why should I withhold that which I have received in love. I do not give without giving explanations. It does not make sense/my love; of the covenant
promise if I do not
enlighten you. Pray for discernment and your Spiritual Director as well as your Parish Priest. What
you feel in his presence is my gift to you all - your husband, him and you yourself. It is to reassure you
of my plan- yet unknown to you but known to MY Father and I and Our Holy Spirit. Do not be
alarmed follow your heart. He is a wonderful guide and I speak my words through him Now Halina for
sixteen days I will explain the meaning of the roses. Why are you so timorous and nervous about this?
AGAIN your spirit is very aware of the importance of what I am to disclose so you shudder. Holy
tears as Catherine Doherty says ( I am rereading Poustinia). Please get in touch with Madonna House.
Halina- stop for a moment. Ask my mothers help. See how She comes. No I do not want you to wait
for the first rosebud. I wish to give it to you now- you are so shy and fearful. STOP HALINA-Stop.
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The First Rosebud is Grace -it hangs over my head. It is the perfection of love. My love reaches to all
the earth and converts all to the perfection of holiness. Open your heart, your whole body and grace
will flood into your spirit. Grace is the gentility of the Fathers love which enables the stubborn heart
and will to bend and be moulded. It turns the fearful heart into a bold one. It enables the whole spirit to
bend and prostrate itself. To be 'grace filled' is to filled with the Holy Presence of Our Presence.
Grace- a gift a wonderful gift of redeeming love. To be filled with grace is to be graced with Gods
favour -to become a pure vessel. It is always available- Man ask for it. Know its colour- its feel , feel it
pour down into your whole being. Grace- to be graced is to be honoured with the divine. It is God
stooping down to Man to a supreme act of love.: TO SAY TO MAN I SHARE MY LOVE MY
SPIRIT with you. I will not desert you. I will not leave you orphans I will fill you with all the spiritual
food you need for I wish you to be with me and never choose the path of the evil one. Without grace
this is impossible. With grace the evil one cannot penetrate your innermost being and runs away in
despair. Grace is the Hope of Enduring love. I grace all my people. How my grace flows down. Yet
my little ones close their hearts and close the jars of their bodies so I cannot pour in my grace to
protect them. Halina keep the abundant grace flowing into your spirit. Do not close the Jar even for a
moment. Filled with me what else do you need. Nothing, you will lack nothing and I will take care of
all your needs. Can you not see what I am doing since you said 'Yes' to my requests for you to go to
Huntingdon. Every thing is provided. But it is for a far greater good than only the material. You know
this but seek little answers. Wait for my words to you- but stay grace filled and listen to my every sigh.
I have left you space to do your duty and sort the home out but sigh for me -more Halina much more,
so much more. You can and must do so for I am a jealous God and I wish to own you totally. Use my
grace". Grace- the First Flower of Surrender of the Crucified Jesus.
H......... Lord fill me with the sweet fragrance of Grace. Let your scent be so sweet that it draws others
to you through my unworthiness. Jesus make me a blossom in your garden. Teach me to be always
ready to accept the grace necessary for you work without question and with the certainty of knowing
that it is your most holy gift. Give me a thankful heart. I love your rosebud Jesus. Amen.
Jesus..... Halina go now and have something to eat- share this grace with Michael and your parish
priest.
H......... Jesus...?
Jesus......I will help you - Don't worry.
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HOPE
SECOND ROSEBUD
Saturday/ Sunday 14th/15th August 1999 1.41. a.m. Home Huntingdon
Feast of the Assumption Of Mary, Virgin and Mother.
JESUS.... So you finally made it. What am I to do with you? Why do you delay I called you many
times this evening-I asked you not to do you father's curtains - Do I have to remind you to leave
your father to me? But I waited till you had finished and then you started another task -etc. etc. etc.
So now you are tired and reluctant. Halina, many souls would die for one word from Me heard
audibly yet you delay. Have you no shame? ( Jesus sighs ).
H.... I am sorry Jesus - I just can't seem to bend to your will at present in all things - I have so many
things on my mind - yet I know none really matter. Jesus I need your grace.
JESUS.... Then ask - nay beg- all the time for it. You know when it is granted - When you were
packing I gave it in super-abundance, you knew it; plead with Me Halina..
Now the next Rosebud, the next flower of the Crucified, is HOPE You have known this for the Holy
Spirit graced you with this knowledge. Now listen carefully to what I will tell you about this gift of
Hope.
Hope - Holy Hope is the summit of Grace. it enables the spirit to endure when all seems lost and no
glimmer of light shines on the soul. Yet it remains steadfast in both love and prayer. It acts under
this inspiration of the Holy Spirit without any tangible certainty yet with an abiding faith and an
transparent awareness that all will be well. Holy Hope is not the mere expectation that things will be
'ok' and that things and patterns will turn about bringing good things in the wake of bad. It is the
complete and utter knowledge that in all things God is in full control, so that whether in life and/or
in death He knows all things. It is a certainty, even in grave doubt that nothing can come between
the Creator and the created, for in Love he holds the soul in the palm of His Holy Hands. The
everyday events are not crucial to this Hope- disaster or bliss, solitude or company, pain or pleasure.
Nothing alters the degree of Hope. Yet this is a pure gift. Anyone who has felt the icy fingers of
despair or known real travail and has prayed, knows the joy of Hope. This Hope fills the spirit with
the Trinity. The abiding Presence of an indestructible and faithful God, so that the spirit responds by
knowing that it has been touched by the Infinite so it cannot surrender to 'nothing' but to something
greater than itself, more powerful, more awesome, more lovely, more gracious, kind, faithful, and so
the soul sighs with relief and goes on in spite of trepidation and anxiety. The transformation of hope
to Holy Hope is by grace.
A virtue is perfected but it is given as gift. Halina, it becomes a true virtue when in human terms it is
impossible. How many souls reach goodness but when they strike an impasse of great proportions
give up, or slide back, or like little children place blame or neglect on the author of the trial. But,
Little One, it is precisely then that the virtues are cultivated and explored pushing the limits of
perseverance to the utmost. You have heard the expression "never give up hope'. Well, I say to you
Hope is the knowledge that I will never desert you, so to never give up Hope is to never in any
circumstance to give up on Me and give Me up. How can anyone doubt Me? How can anyone give
Me up? - I the Lamb that was slain, the perfect victim, I, the Crucified Redeemer.
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You cannot know the agony of the Cross or the depth of pain and aloneness and deprivation of
consolation I experienced on the Cross. I called to My Father in My hour of desolation - ELIA ELIA
LAMA SABACTHANI - " My God, My God, Why Have You deserted Me?" Yet Holy, Holy Holy is
the f Father and in My Love and total Hope I finished My Mission - I died of Love. Hope was to be
ever secure. Halina, always have Hope - do not lose sight of Hope. Never let anyone call it
optimism. Holy Hope is the gift of The Crucified Redeemer. It is indeed a beautiful flower, a
Rosebud of perfect hue. Pick up the Rosebud and let it's sweet fragrance fill you so that you become a
person of true Hope. No Saint has ever reached perfection without this flower. Halina, pick it up and
smell it so that it's fragrance becomes part of you.
Halina, continue to pray for Father Peter (*) and all Priests that you know - The two priests that you
were supposed to write to died - Why did you not write? But your same prayers helped them. Pray
also for your guide and pastor, Father Nicholas. He will consult his mentor on many matters and pray
that he asks what he needs to know and that he is not deflected in his search.
Do not worry about your father and daughter. Know that I am leading them both.
Now go to sleep and wait for the Third Rosebud to be given to you. Sleep well. Good night.
COMMENT......Mary did not speak to me but I had a feeling of Her Presence at the end of the
Message.
(*) NB...... Jesus referred to our Spiritual Director by his surname at this time as we ourselves did.
However, later He spoke of him as 'Fr. Peter' in the more familiar way. However for the purposes of
consistency he will be referred to by this name throughout.
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HUMILITY
THIRD ROSEBUD
Saturday 24th. August 1999. 10.10.a.m. Feast of St. Bartholomew. ST. Michael's Huntingdon.
Feeling very low and made worse by having seemingly less time for prayer because of my father I
found the last weeks difficult. Jesus has blessed us abundantly and many needs have been met in
order to look after him. However my ingratitude and sheer lack of determination stare me in the face.
Yesterday, Monday the washing machine was supposed to be mended. The first repair failed and the
man was called again. Michael did not want to miss his return. I knew that even if we both went to
Mass we would not miss him for the Lord Jesus would 'fix' his coming. However I ' sent' Michael off
next door. (The Church ). How mortified I felt when Michael returned and seconds later the man
arrived. I could have gone to Mass. Sorry Lord. Yet even still He blessed the day not least of which
by fine weather.
JESUS.....(Jesus speaks as I finish the above) Halina- Please give me space to talk to you. If you do
not your pain will increase for you cannot live without Me. You know that. Your father will make
demands, that is his nature but you must adjudge those that have to be met and those that are not
crucial. Halina how can I speak to you when you run away. Last night, the day before....etc. I know
that you have pain so I am patient but put me FIRST above all else and leave the rest to Me I wish to tell you the next Rosebud. Stop for a second and look at My Mothers statue next to St.
John. What word came to your mind?
H.... Humility Jesus
JESUS.... Yes, HUMILITY. This Rosebud is not for the timorous nor for the loud and brash. This
Rosebud is for the Anawim - the foolish beggars that lay down before Me as the King of all people.
Halina if you wrote for years you could not exhaust the nature of the most perfect vessel of
humility My beloved Mother. Neither can you encompass what that means. Man has lost the ability
to love and serve the Lord. To bow down before the Lord and say I am your servant do with me what
you will. Yet humility comes with this bowing down in complete submission. I bowed to My Father
on the Cross. You must do as I did. All the Angels and Saints bow down before the Most High.
Halina, Humility is the recognition of your place before My Father. It is to say, such as I am I lack
nothing for all that I am you made and all that I have is yours. I can do nothing save by Your grace
and in complete surrender.
Humus means soil. Humility is of the earth, to be like the dust to be trodden upon and yet essential
for a foothold. I served in humility by washing of feet yet I was the Cornerstone which the builders
rejected. You too, My little flock be the cornerstones of My church, but do it in complete humility.
As Fr. Nicholas said, unknown if necessary, reviled if necessary, rejected, mocked, beaten, broken
yet the cornerstones. Humility the virtue of the Sacred Truths of the Father. Humility safeguards
Truth. Did you Know that? No you did not! You cannot remove truth if the carrier is humble. This
does not mean cowardly, for it requires great courage to be truly humble. Put courage and humility
together in your heart Halina. If you cannot be brave you will never be humble. Real courage is
vested in the humble, because with nothing of themselves they defeat Satan.
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Emptied of self they serve, and that takes the action of The Most Holy Spirit bestowing the courage
needed. Humility is costly as it requires complete emptying out (kenosis), But only I can help you
with this. Watch for the ways in which I mould My faithful. It is always in the path of ultimate
submission. Humility is purity of spirit and gentility too. An aggressive spirit has not been humbled
yet.
Halina stop now. I will give you the second part of this teaching message later.
Go now and make your father's breakfast- and yours. Bon Appetite.
Third Rosebud continued.
Wednesday 1st. September.1999. 1.22.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS.... What trouble I have with you MY precious one. You are right, it is difficult to make your
father understand many things now, but as I said to you earlier, I have the same problem with you.
You feel sad about your father and I feel sad about you and all Mankind. I speak loudly, I shout and
yet no one is listening and even if they hear they do not want to or choose not to understand. It
threatens them all too move. Their spirit is dimmed with the blindness of ignorance of Holy things.
Halina do not follow the way of the world. I have called you to be apart from the world to be forever
Mine. Please please Me. Who else does. So few visit Me or long to see Me! Halina you must find
more space for Me in your heart. I keep pleading but you turn away with fear. Why do you do this?
It displeases Me greatly. I wish to give you priceless gifts but you prefer transitory goods. When
will you learn. Tell Michael to contact Archbishop R. and Father
B... Halina why do you shun
this contact too. I have told you to contact them but you do not. Please do so urgently.
Now Halina write what I say exactly as I tell you about the third Rose-Bud Humility. You have been
perplexed by the two parts of the teaching. The reason I stopped (apart from your
tiredness) is
that I wished you to learn a little more about this little flower. Now hear this.
Humility is the quintessence of poverty of spirit. Blessed are they that posses this flower for they
can look at the face of God for in their lowliness they see purely. They see the emptiness of any
other face and the fullness of the face of God. It seems costly doesn't it Halina. Yet it wasn't easy for
the Apostles and it isn't easy for anyone. I had to take Peter, James and John onto the high mountain
to let them experience My transfigured face yet once they had seen it they still had not grasped what
and who they had seen. I had to reveal myself many times and in many ways before they surrendered their vision for my vision. They had to learn to see with My eyes and not their own, yet they
still struggled. I offer to all my followers a chance to see Me, to be continually in My presence both
in Heaven in the next world but also by union with me in this. Seeing does not necessarily mean
with the human eye but with the eyes of the spirit. ( Note. I heard a commotion in my fathers room
and went to see if he was alright.) Yes, you see Halina your father wakes in the middle of the night
and checks his bank books - what blindness. It is not his cataracts that blind him but he closes his
eyes to me. He does not wish to be bothered with Me. He prays like a dead man who cannot be
made alive. He has not got poverty of spirit for he tells Me what he needs. He does not see what he
really needs. You find this painful Halina and you are distressed again. Do you not think that I find
this painful too. I gave Man eyes and Mankind abuses their sight.
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Halina listen to Me. There are not too many tomorrows for Mankind to hear My voice. To be
humble is to submit to the knowledge of your own imperfection and realise the perfection of the
Creator, of the Trinity- Father, Holy Father, Son and Spirit. If you cannot close down your self
image how can I reveal the secrets of the Trinity to you Close down all that is not worthy of the
Father's intention of the Fathers purity. Yes, you are fallible and imperfect but with grace you can
become a mirror of the Fathers love. The inner you will gleam even if the shell is tarnished, frail and
fragile. Your confessor told you to do this quickly. He spoke my words. Do this VERY QUICKLY.
Time is short.]
When I was a little boy My Mother would ask me to this and that and I would do as she asked.
Eagerness for obedience is a sign of pure humility. Obedience is always a reflection of
subordination. If you obey you acknowledge the right of another to dictate the terms of your being.
You deny yourself the right to do as you please. Utter obedience to My will is like this. You deny
yourself the free choice the right to do as you want in favour of My Fathers will. I did this from the
start even unto death. Halina learn My Fathers will for you. Seek it with vigour and dedication for it
is truth. Complete humility is the overpowering chosen desire to always do what another who is in
authority ask of you. But remember always that the Fathers will is always supreme. IN order to
serve you must know the distinction between the ordinances of Man and God.
Halina why do you think that liars are rated as evil as all other immoral men adulterers, fornicators,
licentious,, the perverted. It seems that to today's mind -your time - out of place. But a liar is
opposed to truth and so is opposed to the Spirit, the Sacred Spirit who cannot be ever in
transgression of the truth. He is the perfection of The Truth - the utter signification, sign of the truth
thus my little one even one who lies cannot be at one with the Spirit and if you are not at one with
the Spirit then you cannot be 'poor ' in spirit - though truly
'enriched- so you are rich in self.
Listen and ponder. If a man carries within himself deceit of any type the Spirit cannot invade or
enter so his darkness grows and in this darkness he cannot be humble for he is full of all that is not
of God. Evil and Good in the purest sense cannot coexist in the one spirit. To be truly humble
requires such emptying as to allow the truth of who you are to be so clear to yourself - the clarity of
emptiness - that the Spirit longs to enter and the soul becomes wholly overwhelmed by the Truth. It
becomes transformed by a power which man does not posses. Mystery indeed to human hearts and
minds. Human - of the earth - humus, earth, humility to be hu-minded - to be minded, reminded of
being poor soil from which man is made and will become again and yet to be so poor that the riches
of God can be poured in, which will survive all time. Only by sin can man eliminate, expel the
Spirit. So if you are truly ( truthfully ) humble you will retain the Spirit of God. My Mother, MY
Lovely Beautiful, Virginal Mother did. She did not, nor could not sin because she could never expel
the Holy Spirit that she had said 'Yes" to and who in turn had prepared Her spirit. She could not
reject the grace she lived. yet she lived so simply, so purely, so lovingly. She could have accepted
the accolades the Apostles bestowed on her yet she rejected all this and lived so perfectly at one
with God that she reflected His Majesty like a prism. Totally human yet perfected by humility.
Your path is a lesser path but you will not attain it without this Rosebud of humility.
Pray for this quality, Halina, with great eagerness. You have much to learn about its beauty and
colour. But do not get despondent. Keep yearning and trying. Do not give up. Halina if I asked you
to throw away your books from "Me' this word of mine would you? Your heart skipped a beat but in
obedience you should only have one answer "Yes:. No, I am not asking you to do this, but use this
as a measure. In all things I ask you should only have one answer
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- yes. In all things great and very small I am your Lord. I know what you do not and cannot, so to
learn humility is to be obedient to the Truth.
No, Halina, I do not mean that you should do any thing for it seems the lesser part. You have been
tempted for many reasons to dispose of these (messages) in moments of pain and frustration, even
anger, sometimes self realisation of your own worthlessness an stupidity, but all of these would have
been self motivated, yes even the latter and not a sign of humility. I gave I will take away.
Poor poor Cactus. How much weeding I have to do in your garden before the Rose buds can grow!
But, Halina the soil is worth tilling. Take heart and learn obedience - and I will gift you with humility.
Little Cactus yearn - do not reject my touch run to Me.
I love you. I really love you, My stubborn creature. Halina enough - Now you don't want to let Me go.
First I can't get you to listen now you don't want Me to stop.
Oh little creature! - (Jesus smiles')
I shall be back with the fourth rosebud soon, sooner than you think. Goodnight Cactus.
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PURITY
FOURTH ROSEBUD
Friday morning 3rd. September 1999. 4.40. a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS.... Have you had some sleep now? See how disobedient you are. I called you just before you
went to bed but you were too tired. Did you not think I would sustain you? I woke you up again and
you wait before you give Me your prompt attention. Yet you cannot resist Me either. Halina, know
what is happening do not fight Me within yourself. You will not extinguish that call, for I will
continue to call you and it will cause you more pain to decline or delay than to respond.
Halina, be NOT afraid - do not fear. I am guiding you and I will not let you enter into error. When
else can I speak to you at the moment? I said that I would come to you soon.
Now for the Fourth Rosebud, which is Purity. I gave you this at the end of the last message, but you
were not sure. Why? You did not put it into your heart- I did.
( I prayed to Mary at this point for guidance and against self deception ).
" Oh Purest of Creatures, Sweet Mother, Sweet Maid ' - ( The words of the Hymn came into my heart
straight away. )
JESUS.... My Mother answers your prayer and is with you. DO NOT FEAR. You see, She is the
PUREST of Creatures. Your intentions are often so clouded by things which obscure your vision and
lead to doubt and uncertainty. When your own vision is imperfect, then the ' tempter' can distort and
make you weak in your responses building on that doubt. Today Mankind distrusts purity, certainty,
faith and in your self analysis you build-in 'doubt' as healthy and honest. Yet Purity of intention is not
of this order. Purity is a gift of the Father to those who are washed in the waters of salvation and
bathed in the Blood of the Lamb. The gift is given not to the wise of this world, for real Wisdom is
simplicity and poverty of spirit. To be pure is to be in-filled with the grace of being washed clean. It
is to be transparent in intention. It surmounts all anxieties, fears, doubts, and says-Thy will be done,
Father, in all things. Purity cannot be confused with chastity. Chastity is one sign of Purity, but it is
not synonymous with Purity. What colour does Purity suggest to you Halina?
H.... White, Jesus- Dazzling white.
JESUS.... Well then, be white. When Paul, My disciple, fell to the ground, he was dazzled by the
Purity of the Father. He was so dazzled, he could not see. So Pure is the Light of Truth that it
overshadows all else but it is not a shadow but a searing light, a kind of illumination that burns deep
into the spirit enkindling the embers of the heart with a certain love- this love the permeates so that
doubt becomes incongruous with what the spirit knows to be the Truth. Even when it does not
experience the Light or feel its warmth, it knows of it and lives in it even if it 'feels' darkness. A spirit
cannot, while on this earth live in the spotlight of the Fathers Light, for it would be blinded. But the
rays so impart themselves that, unseen to the spirit, they shine and make clear what seem dark either
within it or around it. To be anointed with this Light is to be gifted with Purity.
Purity. Have you not met anyone whose sheer beauty shone in their actions even if all about
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them was gloomy and dark? My Mother shone like this. That is why the evil one hates her so much-'
the one spotless Womb where Jesus was laid. Dark night has come down on us, Mother, and we look
to thy shining- Sweet Star of the Sea'-yes, the words of the hymn so clearly say what I wish to tell you.
Mary shone. She is the example of Purity for/to today's world. She shines as a Beacon of Light to both
those who would reject God and the believers. Her Purity is without question. The 'tempter' cannot
abide this virtue. The interior light of the soul makes him flee- run away, for he is the master of
darkness. Oh, if only Mankind would seek that light it would not be subject to his base intentions and
dominion. Let Mary's light protect you from him. Look, Halina, at the Light of Mary's Mantle. It is so
delightful. It gleams with whiteness and cleanness Purity is a gift. It's given as sign, but it overflows
from the Rosebuds already mentioned. It cannot be granted and kept unless there is Humility in the
spirit. The light which shines from the Just is the light of Purity, a guarantee of the Presence of the
Holy Spirit. Halina, your eyes are burning now so I shall stop, but close your eyes put out the light and
bask in My Light. I will enlighten you and tomorrow speak to you again on this virtue. I teach in many
ways-- Submit yourself to Me-- Hand Me your spirit-- Open the door wide, very wide. Halina, turn off
your light. ( I put the light out.)
8.15. p.m. at Adoration
Jesus bid me recall what happened when I put the light out last night. At first I felt this overwhelming
peace, a kind of warmth, yet it wasn't a 'consolation', rather an affirmation for underneath this was the
dryness that characterised my path. I saw nothing but then after a longish while I felt the Body of Jesus
in my mouth so clearly. I felt the Holy Host melt in my mouth, cleaving to the roof of my mouth first.
I was taken aback. When I awoke in the morning the feeling of receiving Communion was still with
me, and I was still surprised for I had been to Communion that morning ( Thursday a.m.). I took it as a
gift to encourage and strengthen me in Purity.
JESUS....Halina stop writing up what you experienced and I will tell you something more about
Purity. Purity is a vessel, a ship which carries us to the highest heaven. I came to you as a Pure Host
last night for the interior struggles you are experiencing surpass what you have experienced to date. I
cannot purify you any further unless I let you experience the degrading weakness of your own self.
You are experiencing the depth of all that thwarts your total communion with Me. You must learn to
be totally honest with those around you and in prayer. You think you are and indeed act accordingly
but the stress you are experiencing speaks not of surrender but of the hidden enemy of pride and
rebellion and manifest hurt as a result of a false perception of self. I say this to guide you. It is
undoubtedly difficult to surmount insult, injury, offence, degradation and rejection but the pure spirit
greets these with joy unbounded. I know your struggles. Others faults cannot be justified but your
inner disposition is what I wish to observe. Why do you allow others to disturb your peace. If I indwell
in you speak to Me and I will rescue you from harm and not let you be distressed so that you lose your
inner peace. Stop for a little while but be ready later when I call.
3.45. a.m. home.
Please take care to respond instantly. The quicker you respond the quicker you can return to sleep
mortal man. Thank you for responding quite quickly. I continue. Hmm....(Jesus pauses) Inner peace - a
dialogue with the Almighty (All- Mighty). If you retain a communication with me at all times you will
not lose your inner peace no matter what the circumstances. Halina please concentrate. Purity is not to
be considered as an unreachable goal, something impossible ,
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for men are imperfect. By purifying yourself- by submitting yourself to my purging you can be made
clean and attain a beauty a radiance of spirit which will show an unbelieving world the power of
prayer. If you pray, that communication that dialogue, that communion, that contact with Holiness
transforms the Spirit into an ever purer vessel which by its contact with the sublime changes and
becomes richer, lovelier, beautiful and radiant. Remember Moses-- What happened to him on the
high mountain.? He could not be looked upon by his fellow- men because his face had 'seen', be in, the
Presence of God. The nearer you come to Me, the more pure you become and you live My life. As the
reading said at Mass, you are called to live in the Light.--" Thy pure beaming radiance give, Thou the
Father of the Poor. Come with treasures which endure- come Thou Light of all that live". Yes, another
poem/hymn that expresses this Mystery. Seek light. I give light in light. To pray is already to be
enlightened, to seek the things of Heaven. Halina, draw what you are being shown, do not hold back.
You find this difficult. Why? You will not get it wrong. It is simple- The Trinity- The Father send His
Spirit, who graces the soul and reveals the Son- a pure gift to mankind. The son was a pure gift to all.
He was pure because He always did as His Father bid, always attuned to the Spirit. To be pure you
have to be like the Son. Follow the Son. Always follow His example. To do so is already to accept the
Spirit and yearn for Purity. The golden rays of the Fathers Love are such that they grant to the seeker
the means to find Him. The harder a man looks the more he will find, the purer he will become.
Confession of self is also a means to purity. To admit to one's fallibility and weakness is to open
yourself up to the Spirit, to be made clean and pure- " Ransomed, healed, restored, forgiven". Yes, and
how much this is true. The purer the spirit the more they will seek this remedy for spiritual renewal
and perfection. My little lamb, please seek for purity, I wish you to be whiter than snow- gleaming,
white purer than refined gold, transparently beautiful. Give Me your heart and I will irradiate it with
pure beams of light. Halina, I could speak all eternity of Purity. Please become pure. Speak of this
Rosebud often.
I will grace you with deeper insight all your life if you become pure in spirit, but now little one try to
retain what I have taught you. See how already you long for more. Walk among the Saints in Light in
the Light of Gods own grace. ( I stopped to start a new writing book it was black with gold edges)
What a lovely book Halina. Put Me in the centre of all that gold. I am the Refiner, the Purifier- the
Perfector of souls. Let Me write on the pages of your spirit- be like this new blank page-white pure- an
open book for me to write what I will in it's pages. Give me your life an open book for all to read my
words so that all can learn and be purified. It takes courage to be blank to be used- a tool in the hands
of your Creator but please be one for the sake of the Kingdom. Halina of Light. Halina of great
nothingness and servant of the poor. Remember that title. Does it make more sense to you now than
two years ago? You pause to reflect on this- so many things have altered, so many things changed and
how you have changed and grown.
My deeper words to you began on the feast of St. Clare- 11th. August and then My Mothers Feast of
her coming to Heaven bodily ( for she always had 'one foot', a foothold in Heaven. So I spoke on the
Feast of another lady of Light- Clara. All by design- all by My Fathers design. See how I prepared the
ground for many years gifting you in so many ways. Words here visions there building you up in
preparation for the task I have set. How overwhelmed you were at times. The Capitulation Prayer
before this time of listening and writing overwhelmed you so what has been done for you and for you?
Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see the face of God. Halina keep seeking my face in purity.
Do not be perplexed or surprised by anything from now on. I promise you much suffering but much
joy
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Little blank page--- Sing for Joy- for (your) salvation is near.
Now sleep little one. Be at peace- all will be well.
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PIETY
FIFTH ROSEBUD
Sunday 5th September 1999 After 10.30 Mass, Home, Huntingdon.
At Mass today and after Communion Jesus said to me the name of the next Rosebud "The next Rosebud is Piety".
Again taken by surprise He added"I have some homework for you"
I started to conjure what this might be getting it wrong, when Jesus said"Write all you know about Piety"
Oh no I thought (feeling fairly blank), I can't- I shall feel such a fool, an idiot, compared to what I
know He will say. Feeling quite uncomfortable, I said ( thinking all this)- ' Jesus, I shall feel so silly'.
" Precisely Halina", (Jesus said).
Then, I thought, well maybe if I take a week I can produce something. I am sure I can think it through.
Jesus said " By tonight Halina".
Jesus answered knowing exactly what I was thinking/ planning. O.K. Jesus I thought, what a way to
teach humility!
Early that afternoon,. my daughter and boyfriend decided to go shopping, so I thought I have a little
free time so I had better use it wisely.
Later that afternoon as we ( Michael and I ) walk with my father in his brand new wheelchair, I tried to
think of piety and not much came into my head. I will write what comes into my head and ask the
Holy Spirit's guidance.
The first thing I think of is that it is often seen and confused with an external reverence and an
over-zealous manifestation of prayerfulness which is not always matched by the inner disposition of
the person exhibiting the piety. I have seen this too often and I personally dislike it. However when it
is genuine it shines through the person it is a kind of true
devotion. To be devoted is to be in love
and close to someone or something, and real devotion is close to piety. People often speak of
certain prayers as devotions/ for example, the Rosary or Chaplets. In fact, this is often to
misunderstand the nature of these and all prayer, and there is often a demeaning and disparaging
criticism implied in the statement, as somehow lowly, not lofty or exalted. however, true devotion is a
sincere love and this yearns to serve the object of the devotion. Piety is closely related to devotion.
Piety also seems closely related to awe and fear of the Lord- but obviously not the same either- I say
'obviously' simply because I know that the two are separate Gifts of the Holy Spirit and
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though I know it to be so in fact, I can't say I grasp the distinction between them save in terms of
reverence and devotion.
My daughter returns.
Late evening- 12.45. a.m.----- I return to the theme.
Another idea that strikes me trying to think of piety pure and simple, is that it is related to pity- the
Pieta- a kind of deep compassion for the things of God- a feeling of being at one in His suffering and
hoping to appreciate this- it has to do with a deep sense of inwardness, a contemplative spirit
however expressed. Piety is a kind of veneration, a kind of adoration of God for being Who He is. It
seems, also , to be linked with drawing closer to a familiar person - namely, Jesus and Mary. I am
grappling with this for, in truth, I cannot grasp the 'gift' completely, nor totally differentiate it from
related ones. I know that it is considered somewhat ' old hat', old fashioned, and not in keeping with
today's liturgy and belief. It is something to be belittled and relegated to elderly people mostly women.
Yet this cannot be, especially as it is one of the gifts conferred by Confirmation-- Wisdom,
Understanding, Counsel, Fortitude, Knowledge, Piety, Fear of the Lord. Today Reverence is
substituted for Piety, but that too is not really explained save by a few who rue it's going with no
external sign of it's presence- genuflection, silence, etc.- and some who would say who would say that
it is a kind of inner disposition with no need for externalities.
Friday/Saturday10/11 September 1999 2.25 a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS....Halina, still struggling to answer me? See how Satan gets in and you cannot respond freely.
I called you all yesterday why did you not come- He will use all means, including you father to
prevent you from responding. Last night he got to your father through his fears and you were not able
to respond to Me as you were attending to your father. Did you not realise that his behaviour was, even
for his state much worse than usual......( Jesus continues to explain my fathers distress both physical
and spiritual which is here omitted). Halina, lead by example. Your father will never understand your
relationship with Me unless it is manifest, and even then he will resist for it is too challenging for him
to cope with and he will wish to dispel it.
Halina watch out for the Yellow races and all that is going on in the world- wars, violence, disease,
and yet I permit a little baby to be born out of it's mothers womb to show that anything is possible
with and for God. ( A young English mother was safely delivered of a healthy baby which she carried
ectopically, in the fallopian tube,)
Halina, Your brother is also not well.......Pray for him at this time.
Halina, you did well to write as I requested before the day was out, though you interpreted 'tonight'
rather liberally. You were also given a reflection on Piety when searching for something on the
rubrics of the liturgy concerning fasting and the use of native language. This was not by accident.
Tomorrow read this properly and you will see what has happened to piety. The section speaks of
Resurrection. Piety yet it misuses the term in many ways to signal a kind of attitude of mind which is
far from pious or devout, rather rooted in a view which is humanist or quasi-religious - namely, that
rejoicing is a sign of a person's well-being in the sight of God the Father. This is not truly Holy
Joy- that rejoices at both gain and loss, trial and victory, Death and Resurrection. It has more to do
with an escape from the Cross.
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How can Piety ever be exemplified, except through, and in , and by the Cross. Piety requires a
complete ' living in' the Cross of Jesus to such an extent that the spirit weeps at the sight or 'sound' of
the Cross on which I died. The cross leads to Resurrection but the transformation of the spirit
happens when it actively seeks the Cross in real identification with My suffering and does not
believe itself to be worthy (of or seeks ) resurrection I, the King of Kings and Lord of Lords then
blesses the spirit and we gift it with Life Eternal in the presence of Our Father.
Piety, real Piety, lives under the Shadow of the Cross and on It. The overflowing of this life shows
itself in a kind of awe, reverence and a true devotion. The spirit falls in love with its Saviour and
Redeemer and debases itself, prostrates itself, speaks tenderly, lovingly, openly , gently, tearfully,
slowly, unashamedly, moderately, passionately, to Me, Jesus, or to The Most Holy Trinity. It cares
not for the opinion of others or any outward manifestation or consequences of its reverent behaviour.
The spirit is incapable of acting in any other way for it is filled with love and gratitude and thus it
prays. Piety and Prayer are Sisters - the deeper the prayer the more the spirit is so transformed that it
appears transformed and the signs externally are of complete absorption, listening ejaculations sighs
and tears.
Sometimes I lift such a person beyond these realms into ecstasy and even into bi-location and
stigmatism . Do you realise how wonderful it is to be so pious that your complete identification with
the Cross leads you to go through some of the pain of the Cross. This is not the Piety that most
people think about and deride. The Dictionary you looked up yesterday spoke of over-zealous
religious practice and even hypocritical religiosity. What a terrible misuse of both the gift and the
word. If this is what Man has done with the word, is it any wonder, Halina, that Man cannot embrace
it as a friend yet one little word, dutiful, which surprised you, is in many ways more accurate. If you
are duty-full, you will approach the Cross as your duty to venerate It requires. You will seek out the
Cross, for Man must bow before the Cross as a fundamental sign of obedience and obeisance. To be
dutiful the start of Piety, is to grow 'crossed' with the Cross of Jesus. I Jesus will always encourage a
dutiful spirit of prayer and recollection, asking the soul to come higher, to walk to Golgotha and stay.
Piety is a great tenderness of heart. You understood a little of this when you talked of pity.
Remember, Halina that what you wrote had already been revealed to you or else you could have
written nothing. You thought it poor and it was, but it was, nevertheless, by the action of Our Holy
Spirit that, even that was possible. Halina, take heart you know more by inspiration than you realise.
Do not be ashamed of what you know. Never take pride in it but neither reject it as inadequate. You
cannot contain all there is to know, but are led to a greater understanding in order to serve.
Now, Halina, Faith moves mountains. If you wish to serve increase your faith. Ask My Mother about
the House you are thinking of buying and check if it is what you should be doing. Follow Her advice
and guidance as your Mother. She will tell you Herself. Do nothing without this. Tomorrow is Her
day- Saturday. Ask Her.
Halina, drink your drink and sleep. Good night, blessed one. Good night little lamb. Learn
Patience.
Look to Me, Who is Meek and Humble of Heart. Look into My Heart.
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COURAGE
PREPARATION FOR SIXTH ROSEBUD
Tuesday/Wednesday 21st/22nd September 1999 1.00 p.m. Home, Huntingdon.
JESUS.... Halina, start writing.
H.... Jesus, I feel afraid and simply want to run and hide. I hate the gaps in our communication as I
feel something is wrong, and I know that I have almost no time for you at the moment. I hate myself
for this, yet I cannot seem to get around it. My father seems to demand full attention and there are so
many other things to do.
JESUS.... Halina, I have told you to leave your father to me. You cannot do much more for him and
what you do is a palliative and stops him relating to Me. Show him love and affection but do not try
to carry his burden. He must submit to his finiteness before Me. He is not the author of life and death.
He must accept this. Time is running out for him. Leave Him to Me. Provide for his needs but let Me
deal with him.
Halina, you still have no answer to the housing of the Society. Maybe you have not asked My Mother
for the right information. Do you doubt that you are called to serve in the Society? Yes, you do, so
She cannot answer you for it is her Society and She will not give you the help you need unless you
trust Her completely and her guidance. Please think and pray about this and decide whether your heart
is really committed to the Society.
N.B. Jesus is here referring to The Society of Our Lady of The Most Holy Trinity - S.O.L.T.- of
which we are Associate members.
Halina, you do not wish to receive the next Rosebud....... Why? Because deep in your heart you still
doubt Whose words you are writing, even though you cannot even remember on some days what you
have written. I suspend your memory so that I can use your knowledge in a way that is consistent
with the Will of My Father. Yet you still doubt. Oh, wretched creature! Please conform your will to
that of My Father.
Why have you not contacted Madonna House, either of you? You have made things difficult for
yourselves, both of you. This is your last chance. Please ring them.
Halina, listen well, for My plan is unfolding and My Father cannot wait much longer. In this time of
Mercy He did not bring destruction to America, but He showed His Mighty Arm.( H... The threatened
hurricane did not strike the whole East Coast) A time will come soon when He will not show Mercy
but Justice. Can you not see the earthquakes, violence, wars, turmoil? Oh, Man, listen to My plea.
Listen, before it is too late.
Halina, Please pray for Fr. Peter. He is in need of your prayer at this time.
Stop now, and I shall continue soon. I shall give you the next Rosebud, which is...............
Please wait for this too.....
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SIXTH ROSEBUD
Sunday 26th. September 1999 12.30. a.m. Home Huntingdon
JESUS.... Courage- Yes, that is the next Rosebud. You have carried in you heart for days, and yet
you have been too fearful to admit it. You have also hidden from Me, because you know that you are
putting your father and indeed, anything else that's handy in the forefront so that you do not have to
respond to Me. Halina, Courage is what you lack for complete surrender. Why should I speak to you
if you have not the courage to respond to Me or, indeed the wisdom. The gifts have been given but
you will not use them. The world is full of false courage- 'courage' to abuse, to kill, to fight,
courage to make light of Holy Things, courage to deny God- Oh how brave! - 'Courage to be
indecent and disrespectful of those who wish to be pure and holy, Courage to promote evil rather
than good. Yes, you would run away now from all of this though you yourself went down this road at
least in part but Grace pulled you back- yet are you any different if you deny Me your time and keep
Me waiting- is that brave or foolish? You know the answer. Why do you do it? You would run to
your beloved on wings of fire. Oh, you may hide but your ardour would increase. Yet you eschew
Me. Halina, time is so short. You have work to do and you need teaching. I shall insist from you now
total obedience and daily communication in My time not yours. I came tonight with a heavy heart.
Know your place, Halina, who are you to keep Me waiting or to direct Me as to when I speak.
Halina, I love you. Humble yourself before My Father and beg forgiveness. Halina, be meek and
humble of heart. Pray more. You will not progress without this.
Now to speak to you of Courage.
When I gift someone with this gift, it is a gift of holy courage that they carry. It is the manifestation
of a complete selflessness in the pursuit of Holy things. Courage does not fill the person with
ruthlessness or arrogance, boldness or rudeness, aggression or temper, belligerence or spite,
cynicism or sarcasm. Courage fills the spirit with great peace and stillness. The death of my
Martyrs is often so extraordinary because they are at peace and appear fearless. This fearlessness is a
total and unassailable trust in My Goodness, Mercy and most of all, Presence. How can you /they
fear when I am with you- there in Person. Do you remember the rebuke to Peter- " Oh Men of little
faith" - when they were tempest-tossed in the boat? I calm every storm every toss of the wave. I hold
all things in My power. We will never desert you in hail or high water. Courage is the complete trust
in My ability to do all things and bring all things to good. If you knew that at every turn only good
awaits you, would you be afraid? No, you would not. But only good does await you! In all trials and
tribulations I am your Overseer, as is My mother. No evil will harm you or afflict you. I will not let
you be hurt. Any purification is for your own good and not for evil. How can I give you evil things?
As it is written, if your earthly fathers give you good things, how much more is this true of Our
Heavenly Father? But even if your earthly fathers fail you I will never fail you. My father and I are
One, and you will not be left adrift. His Holy Eye is upon you at all times.
Courage is an appreciation of the Heart of God, which is so full of love that It carries you onwards so
that you can always shelter in It and be safe and at home no matter what the circumstances. If you
are courageous, your heart will be in the Heart of God and so unwilling to leave and indeed, it would
be impossible to tear yourself away, that external fears would not persuade you to leave this safe
haven. I am the Safe Haven. I am the Harbour. I am the Centre of all Good. I will always protect you.
That is why My Heart is Sacred. It is the inner sanctum, Sanctuary of The Heart of God. pass through
My Heart into Eternity.
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It takes courage to enter, but what need is there for courage when Perfection Calls? The only thing
required of the soul is TRUST, Determination, Forbearance and Endurance (Fortitude). Courage comes
when all these have been practiced and the soul drives itself into MY Heart which is full of courage.
Halina, I practiced Courage by the Via Dolorosa. I wished to please and be with My Father at all times,
so I endured the worst excesses of human hatred and belittlement. I was the Father's Sacrificial Lamb,
so that you could enter into My heart more easily and speedily.
How can you lack courage? Will you ever have to endure what I had to endure? Why do you worry
about the future and your call. Just take courage. Let your heart become one with My Heart. Take heart.
To have courage is to be heartful, to encourage is to give someone heart. To be courageous is to be
filled with courage. You admire bravery, Halina, and all types. Yet courage is so much more blessed.
Bravery requires feats and actions or at least some kind of endurance. Real Courage requires acts of
submission to MY Heart, so that fear does not dominate or the desire to overcome be the motive for
action.
A child putting its hand into it's mothers is an act of courage, for it says I trust you, my mother. If you
trust Me, Halina, and trust My Mother, put your hand into ours and blindly go when/ where we take
you. Remember your vision of walking on the water with MY Mother to an unknown house. How easy
it was once you stopped trying and simply followed Her, hand in hand. Halina ,do this all the time.
My words to you were severe. I know that your heart is full of tears at this time and more so for the
reproach, but I need to have you close to Me - AT ALL TIMES -. Time is not your commodity. Halina,
I wish to give you eternal and priceless Gifts. Do not refuse them, please, for the sake of your soul and
for others also.
Father Peter will help you on his return. You will find that he will be of even greater help to you so
listen to every word he utters, for I speak through him to you. Listen and take note and do all he tells
you without a moment's hesitation, no matter what he says to you. I will inspire him to lead you as I
will.
Michael will move quickly into priesthood and you must support him in every endeavour.
As for the house, I asked you to listen to My Mother. You lack courage (trust) to really ask Her, and so
you do not hear Her reply even if She gives it in spite of yourself. Halina, be still and contrite. Ask and
you shall be given a reply. There are none so deaf as those who do not hear.
Watch the phases of the moon. Soon the world will be in darkness and no light will fall on the earth.
You cannot know the terror that awaits. But you must be a brave hear, a truly courageous heart. Trust
Me at all times. Repeat often, " Jesus I trust in You". You will gain courage, as did Saint Faustyna.
Saint Faustyna.... (She now speaks to me in Polish of which this is a translation).
Halinko (diminutive of my name)- Do not be fearful. I was afraid as well but I conquered my self
because that was the will of our Dear God, as He wanted to use me for His purposes- You to must fulfil
His, Our Lords purposes. So do not be afraid or apprehensive. Why should you be afraid?
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Our Dearest God is watching over you. He will give you all the help you need. Listen to what
He tells you and do as He asks.
Do not waste time. Time is short, the time of Gods power is approaching.
If you knew what awaits the world you would run into the arms of our Dear Lord- for there is safety Yes my dear. Run to the Heart of Pan (Sir) Jesus and hide therein. Good night.
H....Dobranoc (good night) - I would like to meet you- maybe one day in Heaven??....but!
JESUS....(Jesus now also speaks to me in Polish but also provides the translation)
Run, Halina , to My Heart and stay there. RUN - run- run , do not tarry
Now go and make the chocolate for yourself and your beloved Michael.
Good night. I bless you.
After a pause....
JESUS.... Remember what I told you - Prompt Daily Obedience to My call and requests.
Read the Message over to yourself and Michael.
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CHASTITY
SEVENTH ROSEBUD
Tuesday 28th September 1999 10.15. a.m. St. Michaels Church Huntingdon After Mass.
JESUS.... Halina, Thank you for responding to Me. You see I gave you your answer through
Michael, Rosary first then listen to Me- in spite of My calling you during Mass.
Halina always be eager for My words but be guided by those whose job it is to temper you and guide
you even if they are unaware of this. Obedience is learnt and though it is blind it is always obedience
to My ways which are not always perceptible to Man Today I shall give you the Seventh Rosebud. Again you already know what it is. It is
CHASTITY. I have tilled the soil of your heart to receive this for it is so important in these times yet
no one wishes to hear the word let alone practice the virtue. Tell Michael to ponder this today and
then listen to what I give you to reflect on.
Halina there are many priests dying today who have not practiced this virtue. Offer to Me your day
and your life for their sakes. If you can prevent but one dying in grave sin how great will be your
reward. Yes - you need none says your heart but to those who have much even more shall be given
and to those who have little even more shall be taken away.
Halina go now for breakfast or I will have a wilting flower. (Jesus smiles)
Tuesday/ Wednesday Early hours of Wednesday 5.20. a.m. Home.
Halina, Please listen carefully. I have chosen this hour for you have a busy day ahead and earlier this
day your desire for sleep overcame you. Can you hear the first call of the song bird - so you must
respond to My call with gladness and joy in your heart. Your father must submit himself. Leave him
to Me. He has no joy - You must be full of Joy.
Halina to be chaste, to practice chastity requires a great overcoming of self and a desire to be free of
earthly attachment. The body yearns for the satisfaction of all its needs. A man who is thirsty craves
water, a hungry man his fill of food, a tired man sleeps and so on. So too the body wishes to satisfy
its need for touch and warmth and pleasure. Yet is spite of everything that the world now teaches,
though even the world acknowledges the greater needs of survival (thirst) a man can for the
Kingdom surrender all his needs. You know how many of My Saints survive on no food, or even
water for years, so have they overcome by grace and love their carnal natures. So too can they overcome their carnal selves and forsake the need for satisfaction of all bodily urges and pleasures. You
Halina are married. You are Married to Me and to your Husband. The fulfilment of your marriage
requires of you to submit to your husband and if I will this to conceive a child. This is a beautiful and
wonderful gift pure and sacred and undefiled. It is not a second level of commitment to Me but a
primary one. I made Man and Women I chose them to be one flesh, to love one another and with Me
to help them attain Heaven. Many Holy People have come to My Father Co-joined in this way and
reached perfection in this way.
But it is My gift to some that they know not this co-joining for I call them to remain solely
married to Me so that I can satisfy all their needs and grace them with a closeness to My Heart
beyond compare.
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Chastity requires surrender to My arms only. It is a rose of incredible beauty because its colour and
its smell is co-joined with the radiance of the Trinity. You bought a little white rose today put there
for My purpose. You put it in the spotlight of your home. So I chose special souls to be in the
spotlight of this earth and to be signs of the Chastity of God. Man cannot be chaste without being one
with Me as part of the Father and Spirit. True Chastity is not merely the renunciation of all carnal
pleasures. Nor is it the renunciation of Marriage either sacrificially or out of a poor understanding of
its own purpose or beauty, but a special co-joining of the heart and spirit with the Trinity of Persons
One God.
Halina your mind is pondering these words. STOP. Listen to Me. The depth of this teaching is
hidden from you at this moment for I wish to teach you the secrets of union and surrender. All
creatures are called to be united with*Us' in the Trinity. It is our choice and gift as to the instruments
or paths that they must follow to attain this union. Each is specially chosen for the person, a special
call to come higher. Yet all people are called to chastity. Many take vows of chastity. Some never
truly understand them. Chastity is not celibacy or simply 'not entering' into the sacrament of
marriage, it is a choice to give me the whole of oneself as a return for being Created and Loved.
I love all My creatures equally. I know their strengths and weaknesses. I choose a path that is
suitable for each that will perfect them in holiness. I do not make mistakes.
As there are many forms of marriage so too are there many forms of chastity. A truly chaste person
can remain so in either a state of matrimony or singleness. Those who are chaste live in such
closeness to My body that they do not defile their senses and serve me in all ways at all times and
circumstances. It is not merely the absence of carnal pleasure or sexuality that makes a person chaste
but complete surrender of themselves to their Creator - body and soul. Do you think man that I could
make so perfect a creature - Man and Woman and then forbid it to multiply or consider this base and
defiled. I made man in Love, Father, Son and Spirit outpoured our Love in Creation. This Love
continues to be outpoured as a sign of Perfection. Our Love is a truly Chaste Love. It is radiant and
Selfless. It sparkles with every virtue and nobility of purpose. So you too Mankind have been made
to mirror image this Love. If you surrender all your faculties to the will of the Father you transform
your mortal frame into perfect Love and you become co-joined to the Trinity.
True chastity requires this co-joining to the heart of the Trinity. I have called many to this life. Many
today spurn this call. I have called many to live chastely in all estates of life but they defile
themselves by abusing their bodies in unions which are not blessed as they have not love at the core
nor the desire to serve and submit or make a total commitment of their bodies to the Trinity.
Pure Love requires perfect sacrifice. Purity and chastity are related very closely but not identical.
Purity relates to the upper regions of the spirit and the conformity of the heart, mind and will to the
Father's, while chastity surrenders and renders the body to the Father's will. It is marked by
abstinence from a desire to please its own nature but marked by a desire to use the body to serve its
Creator. In the procreative act the explosion of generosity of the Father gave birth to Man. The love
of Man for the Father requires that he serves God with abundant love in all the functions and facets
of his body. If Mans desire is to please himself and not God he sins. He abuses this gift of Love and
puts his own body before the ownership of that body by the Father. He chooses to say - 'this is mine,
I can do what I like with it'. He uses his free will to reject God and not serve Him and so breaks the
bond of Love that exists by virtue of being created. A man who does this does not love God but
himself.
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He dishonours God and tries to bestow honour on himself as superior. This cannot be and so he lives
in darkness.
I have called all My Lambs to be chaste - To be victims for Love. If I grace you with Holy and Sacred
Partnership of Marriage, remain truthful to one another. You are not two persons and in the oneness
of your relationship with Me you remain chaste If I call you to be single then I call you to remain
always at one with Me operating with the upper part of the spirit.
Halina you are perplexed as you write and this teaching is both hard to understand and grasp. And
you will never entirely grasp it. Do not worry. No one can understand the mind of God. He makes no
distinctions between people in LOVE. He loves all equally and chooses the weak and makes them
strong. God is paradox to Man. Chastity is utter Love of the Father for Creation - All living creatures
all that lives and moves so that it can sing with one voice HOLY, HOLY ,HOLY is the Lord God of
Hosts. He does not make in order to punish or condemn or reject His own creatures in the way he
made them but to allow them to come ever closer to Himself.
Chastity requires Man to serve only its Master and Creator. It requires undefilement of faculties made
to serve and love.
Man is made virginal and undefiled. If this is forcibly stolen from Man does he become defiled? NO
he does not for his heart is still chaste. If a Man is raped but stays close to Me he remains pure and
unsoiled. Woe to those who would rape My Lambs by force. Woe to those who try to steal their
chastity. Woe to those who invade and steal the heart of Man turning it against God. Those who plunder and steal the virtues, those who plant falsehood and mistrust and false needs and aspirations. Woe
to those who injure the chaste Man. They will be sent to everlasting fire. unless they repent and beg
for forgiveness.
Halina go to bed for a short while now.
Thank you for writing these words down.
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FREEDOM
EIGHTH ROSEBUD
Friday 1st. October 1999 6.05. a.m. Home Huntingdon.
Introduction to the Eighth Rosebud.
JESUS.... Halina, It is the feast day of My heart and the feast of the flowers of MY Heart, My Little
Flower, the one I called so early to the Heavenly Kingdom. Please be careful Halina to observe the
feasts of all My saints as they are the beacons of light which guide your path and help you attain
holiness. You were right to ask deeper questions about the explosions in Japan for the consequences
will be deep in the earth and soon Man will know the Fathers displeasure. We are deeply grieved at
Mans refusal to lift up his eyes to the Creator and give thanks and render due reverence for the
wonderful things of nature, the heavens and everything on earth.
Creation is now groaning. Man acts as if he was God and the author of all things but he is not and soon
he will know his error and it will be too late.
Little one, all about you is pain and sickness. All about is suffering. But much of this is self imposed
and as a result of sin and not that which My Father would choose for Mankind.
You have not asked MY Mothers guidance about the house yet once again you are being shown. Do
not chase after rainbows for they are right before you. Halina speak to My Mother about this urgently
please. Humble yourself and repeat often ' Thy Will be done Father ' and do not choose your own path.
Halina pray more at this time. Lift up your heart to Me in every action and thought. Fight the evil one
who wishes to depress you. Do not wander from the path of holiness which I have set and chosen for
you.
I love you.
You wish to know the next Rosebud. Pick up the book that is next to you and look at the page that
opens for you. You opened on a page which reveals to you your interior struggle which I am
permitting at this time, this war is intense as I purge your spirit and refine the properties of soul which
are still hidden from view. Please copy out the top part of the page.
" The virtues and properties of God extremely perfect war against the habits and properties of the soul
extremely imperfect and the soul suffers these two contraries within itself. ( P.588 Collected
Works of St. John of the Cross.)
The word I gave you was Freedom yet you were puzzled and confused. But I lead in strange ways and
you must be obedient to Me and listen to MY dictates. I said Freedom. Please be prepared to receive
My instruction on Freedom. This is a Rosebud of the incredible Love of the Father for All Mankind.
Only a Perfect being can bestow true Freedom to its Subject. Freedom enables the soul to fly to its
Maker, Creator, without fear and without hindrance - " If the Spirit makes you free, then you shall be
free indeed".
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Halina, Halina, surrender that mind of yours - do not wander off however tired you are. I am your
strength and you will be sustained.
The next Rosebud is Freedom. Be prepared for some (nice) surprises, Halina. Try not to reflect on this
for as you know your thought are poor and they will cloud your view. Instead think of My Passion
today. Think and Pray.
EIGHTH ROSEBUD CONTINUED.
Tuesday 5th. of October 1999 4.p.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS....I have been waiting for you to respond to Me Halina. Do you not yet understand that I must
have prompt obedience. I have given you this time and I see that you responded although look how
nearly you got sidetracked. There is only one track, ..... Mine. The torture you are experiencing with
your father will pass. Please leave him to me. How many times must I tell you - you cannot change
his heart and Satan uses this to undermine both of you. I have told Michael to rest. He must do so for
he too is exhausted physically and emotionally. Now he is resting I can speak to you and not at night.
My little one, Did you enjoy MY Mothers message. Mark it well and do as She says in all things. Do
not weep all will be well. My cornerstones are nearly in place, the place that has been chosen.
Continue to pray and fast. Put all your trust in Me at all times. Curb your tongue with your father for
it is pointless and you will loose your inner peace. Do not let him goad you for he knows your
weakness. He will fight you for you stand for much that he hates and refuses to acknowledge. Learn
not only patience but great self control, no matter what he says. Soon he will be pleading with Me for
his life and I will give him one last chance to save his soul. MY Mother pleads with Me and you too
Halina. Your cry has been heard, but you will not win him over. Only Heaven can turn his heart now.
hate is incompatible with love. A man who hates cannot love. his love is eaten up and he pours venom
from his heart. You defend but he attacks. Stop Halina. I am your defence. You wish you could get
through. Not even tour good actions will persuade him . Stay on the Cross with Me - Please stay.
I will not permit him to destroy you. You will see what I will do soon. Pray for him.
Now, Halina, to continue My teaching on FREEDOM. (8th Rosebud.).
You see how many times I have in the past days brought this to your explicit attention. The words
jumped out at you from the old hymn ' you fell in love with' and taught others ( Far and Away.) See
how I reminded you of this. Write out the last verse at the end of Our conversation. You also saw it in
the writings of Mary of Agreda, John of the Cross - not by accident, by design.
Freedom allows the spirit to be totally immersed in God and do as He would bid. If you live in God
and He lives in you, you will be free indeed. How could it be otherwise? The Divine Spirit moves
your heart and mind. You are open to all the actions of His Power. You work under His Inspiration. If
a man binds himself to something that is improper, then that binding prevents him from operating
outside of it .His book of life is incorrectly bound and encloses error, deceit and all manner of self
deception and impurity. But if a man is bound by Heaven then his life is bound to reflect the purest of
virtues and qualities.
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I gave Man freedom to chose right from wrong. I do not coerce anyone. I gift all with this freedom.
Man can go to his perdition or to his eternal salvation. he is free to make his choice. That choice is with
him to the end of his days, to his very last breath. The Thief on the Cross knew salvation and paradise
even though his life was not blameless. Many have entered Heaven this way. Remember the teaching
on the Labourers in the Vineyard. Freedom is inherent in Creation. But the freedom I choose as a
Rosebud is of greater magnitude than even this freedom.
Look, Halina - Listen carefully. There was once a man who loved Me. His love consumed his being
and as all men are he was created to attain perfection and enter heavenly bliss for all eternity. he lived
a holy and blameless life. He chose to do good rather than evil. The more he strove to do only the will
of My Heavenly Father the more perfect became his choice. The malignancy of evil fell from him
and step by step he learnt to see with the eyes of faith and trust. Like a child he did nothing that was not
inspired by the Trinity. He became bound, united with Us. he could not dissociate himself from Us
because the fire of love consumed him completely. He turned his back on the Devil, the World and the
Flesh. He was chained to the Trinity and, by the chains of pure intention he performed acts of great
merit. In the eyes of the Trinity he was blessed. His freedom in the eyes of the world was curtailed and
he died to all that would take him from Us. He lost his 'human' freedom as he forsook evil and chose
good but he gained Spiritual Freedom. He could only chose good. If you were given the chance to do
only the best things for people even in earthly terms, health, comfort, food, security, happiness and
could do nothing else would you see the lose of your right to harm them- as loss? Of course you would
not, you would consider yourself blessed. So I tell you those who chose to do only those things that
Heaven asks and considers good as Richly Blessed. They forsake all that impedes their progress to
Paradise. In that journey they gain freedom, freedom to chose the better part* and not sway from it.
This freedom liberates them from the mundane care into a realm of sublime Wisdom and Glory. They
become immensely free and uninhibited in the ways of the Spirit. Their choices so united with the Holy
Spirit - The Will of the Father and My desire to Please the Father that thus they are like birds ascending
soaring high and like insects attracted to the Light. It is hard to grasp that perfect freedom lies in perfect
submission. Perfect choices are made by those who are alive in the Spirit and dead to themselves.
To be Spiritually Free is to be dead to all that would pull you away from the path of Glory. You will
find it hard to understand this perfect freedom for decisions are problematic for those who still have to
be purified. Once you become free in the Spirit you gain the knowledge and assurance and complete
confidence that you are being totally led and will not be misled. is it so mush to ask, too much to ask
that you forsake the inadequacies of self made choice, fallible and human, for the for the perfect
choices made for you in Heaven. To be free, to have the gift of true freedom is to be guaranteed total
guidance and freedom from error that comes from self determination. if you lead yourself how can you
be free. You are bound by your own human error and mortality and limited vision. To be truly free you
have to have the only Perfect Vision and that is to be guided by the Father Son and Spirit. You will
then be free of all external encumbrances and your path will be clear. The Angels of My Father are
such. They can only do MY fathers Will. Are they not free?
To be free to do Perfect things- -Oh what joy fills them! Would you not like this freedom? Would you
not rejoice?
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Mankind, Mankind, Mankind - Why do you reject this freedom from all your earthly desires and call
them 'free'. They are trapped, bound, imperfect, limited and not the purpose for which you were
created. Soar above these mere trifles and passions. Lift yourselves up to God. Do not be earth bound
but Heaven bound. How can you chooses to bind yourselves to the imperfect. What folly and stupidity.
God is supreme. He is Perfection - yet you chose imperfection ( Jesus put great emphasis on the word
chose) Chose Freedom of the Trinity and live in Holiness and
Freedom all your days rejecting evil
and performing only the liberating acts of Love.
Halina stop. You cannot contain more at this moment.
Stop and rest.
Prepare for your journey with prayer. Do not be anxious about your father. Go in peace. rest tonight so
that your ears are open and you will hear my words. Very important words.
Enjoy your day tomorrow. Rest - Holy Rest for that is where true freedom exhibits itself.
Rest in Me for I am Meek and Humble of Heart.
I love you - The angels guard you. The Saints will sustain you with their prayers.
I will not speak to you now till after your meeting. Listen well to him who has charge of your souls.
(Spiritual Director Fr. Peter.)
Adieu Little Cactus. Little Lamb.

HYMN: Verse four - Out and away the mountains are calling. John Glynn (copied out as requested)
Free as the day my spirit is flying.
Eagles have wings, but none strong as these!
Where have I found it, this life newly grown?
Gently my heart says it's not of your own:
deeper beyond me the Spirit has blown He is Love.
* Today reading at Mass 'Martha and Mary
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MEEKNESS
NINTH ROSEBUD
Saturday/Sunday 9th/10th October 1999 1.50.a.m. Home Huntingdon
After Holy Communion Jesus asked me if I was ready for the second half of the sixteen Rosebuds? He
said that I was not to anticipate and that there would be surprises. I have mulled much both with
Michael and alone the words of Fr. Peter and what he thought of as our house here - as Nazareth. and
any other house. We have also tried to ponder our call and the houses available in view of Our
Mothers directives to wait to be told and to be prudent. We went to explore the very cheap options of
Peterborough. But we both feel that for the time being we have been placed here and this is where we
stay until we are told to move or do anything else.
Jesus help me - Again an other disturbed night with my poor father whose 'ravings' at night are so
distressing.
Mummy Mary help me focus on your Son, Jesus so that I receive His call and message.
Mary.... Halina say one 'Hail Mary' with me slowly.........
JESUS.... Be not troubled. Relax for you are too tense sweet one to hear MY voice. Little one do not
fear. I am always with you and continue to guide you. Stay still and wait for the next rosebud. Wait in
Holy Peace. Do not strain - it's to no avail, as you know. I will reveal to you what I wish in MY time,
not yours.
Now Halina open the book next to your bed.
( I opened the works of ST. John of the Cross on page 81- in the middle and read the next two pages.)
Did you understand? Write down what struck you.
H....The first thing that struck me was that we should not seek visions and dreams of revelation for
God speaks through Man and especially priests and prophets.
JESUS.... Quite so Halina. What else?
H.... It struck me that it is necessary to share what has been given and that when something has been
given a man does not feel content until this has been shared.
JESUS.... What else?
H.... - that this is not what I expected but it is wondrous. So rich, so relevant. Thank you Jesus.
JESUS.... I teach you in many ways. Now do you understand what I meant by anticipation? --Anything I give you is gift. A gift beyond your comprehension and deserts. You do not have to wait
for a Rosebud for I shower you with roses every moment of your existence. See what a teacher I gave
you in Father Peter. Learn from him. Trust him completely. You feel you held back.
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Yes you did but I wanted you to experience this 'pain'. for you were / are right it’s a betrayal of trust.
How can he help you if you do not say what is in your heart. Right or wrong - say it !! A good path to
humility ... Truth.
Now Halina open the book again on page 306.
Now what word jumps out at you? (apart from my intended reproach to you for your lack of control at
times - but I know you are aware of it and I will give you the 'grace to conquer this tendency of the
tongue)
H.... The word is Meekness Jesus.
JESUS.... Yes Halina Meekness.
The next Rosebud is MEEKNESS.
There you go again thinking - ' oh but that's like humility'. Really Halina - do you know this for
certain.? - Listen to what I tell you.
Meekness is not the same quality of spirit as humility. They are related. Just as Purity and Chastity are
related so too are Meekness and Humility.
I am Meek and Humble of Heart - remember Halina. If they were the same would both words be used?
No they would not. Meekness is a quality that very few people today posses. It is thought of as
weakness or unnecessary subjugation. Yet meekness is a fine gift of the Holy Spirit. It is both gift and
fruit. A meek and submitted spirit is not aggressive or strident. It has been gifted with total surrender.
It has learnt to bend low and think itself as nothing, as unable by its own resources to do any task. It is
pliable and compliant. it is led down this path so that thinking itself as nothing, it gives praise to the
Creator and is grateful for all things. Learn Meekness, Halina. The gift is given but it can be practiced
in submission and surrender. When a spiritual gift is given, it gives great offence to the Father if it is
ignored and not utilised. Meekness is also a fruit for great self-giving, great sacrifice and therefore true
love produces in the spirit a meekness which is a fruit of that self-giving. I was a Meek Sacrifice - I
surrendered to MY Father. I went meekly to My execution and My final consummation. My Sacrifice
produced meekness for all the Body - an example of how to return to the Father.
To be meek in all adversity, to be little and self-giving, requires much prayer. it is a quality which does
not puff one up with pride but the reverse of this - total lack of any feeling of self-worth. Oh how I
hear them scream in Hell. For today you Mankind find it essential to find and seek self- worth, to
esteem yourself. But surely it is the Father who must esteem you, and He does not require any spirit to
evaluate its own worth. He loves each unconditionally and esteems every part of creation. If you are
esteemed by the Father then that is all that is necessary. You do not have to throw accolades at
yourself of worthiness. No one is worthy of self esteem. Only Father, Son and Spirit are to be
esteemed. If the soul appreciates the Magnitude of the Trinity he will not grow fond of self esteem.
Halina, Stop now and say the Chaplet to Divine Mercy and sleep.
Good night, Little Cactus.
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Comment
Again confirmation - Fr. Nicholas preaches on not looking for self-esteem and self-worth or a 'true
self' but that, what we have in common in Christ. (following St. Paul's epistle during).
All this at the next Mass immediately following the Message. You astonish me Lord!

NINTH ROSEBUD CONTINUED.
Thursday 13/14th October 1999 5.26.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
( On returning home from hospital with my father his catheter having become dislodged again.)
JESUS.... Your fathers agony will soon be over, but your agony unsurpassed - 'lessed' if you surrender
all the things that you could not have in this life to Me. Meekness and submission go hand in hand.
Meek does not mean weak. Meekness is a quality of mind and heart that leans on the Heart of Me,
Jesus, and rests there in quiet repose. If you pick up a little lamb and put it round your neck or cradle it
in your arms, it will surrender its body to you gladly relaxing into yours - remember the little lamb in
Pembrokeshire? It will not fight you or try to get free - it will gently bleat and cling to your warmth
and your comfort. So you too must be my little lamb. Seek
comfort from ME, only Me for I am
Meek and Humble of Heart and I will give your heart peace and comfort. Do not struggle or fear for I
assuage all fear and bring stillness to the spirit. Real love casts out fear, and I will cast out your fear
for I love you and will not harm you.
You are thinking of your son on his proposed travels. Do not fret for I have My plans for him and
much can still change. He too must submit, but notice how I have started to gain ground in his heart.
He wishes to go to Belize, and Mexico, New Mexico all places where the Society, MY Mothers,
flourish. You see I have him in mind and your prayer for him is being answered. he has already made
his choice about service. let him work this out - guide and encourage him.
Repeat often the words 'Jesus Meek and Humble of Heart make my heart like unto thine Yes, I
submitted to MY Father and was meekness itself in His presence for as Son I knew that MY Fathers
will was paramount. My Mission could not be complete without this meekness. My Father received
MY Body into His arms from the Cross and held Me closely to Himself. Repose on me and My Father
will receive us into His tender arms. Come with Me to the Fathers house. Come through Me for I am
the way to the Fathers House. If you come with Me and through Me you will not get lost for I know
the way and I am the Way. Copy Me, do as I did and do as I do then all your efforts will not be in vain
for I will channel your desires into the Heart of the Trinity and they will become purified by My Blood
spilt so lovingly for all the little lambs of MY Father. Do not fear death - to die for love is a great act
of surrender and if you know what awaits, you would not tarry. Love Me and I will teach you all you
need to know to enter My Fathers house Your home is there and nowhere else.
Do not be afraid. Be meek always.
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H.... Jesus, how silly. You have always explained 'true freedom' so I cannot balk at this. But I am weak
not meek. Please help me.
JESUS.... MY Spirit will guide you into Meekness. Your resistance will go bit by bit as I require all
your self - every part of you. Please surrender. Fall into My Heart like a Lamb, Halina- Little
Bethlehem lamb. Remember they were temple lambs for sacrifice. Sacrifice yourself freely and meekly
for love of Me and serve others. I will always be your Teacher and Guide. Be at peace Lambkin. Stay
close to Me, Tender One, for I love you with all the Passion of My Most Tender and Wounded Heart.
Now close the book and have some more sleep.
I love you. Your Jesus.
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UNDERSTANDING
TENTH ROSEBUD
Sunday 17th October 1999 5.20.p.m. Home Huntingdon
Each Rosebud that has been revealed has been revealed in different ways showing the richness of
the communication, communion with Man.
Yesterday I felt a strong 'call' to go and pick up a book from the shelf and a feeling and that the next
rosebud would be revealed thus.
My hand seemed to reach out to the Life of Faustyna Kowalska, Saint, and I opened it at random as
told. The book contains extracts of her diary in the context of her life. This one told of her sufferings
to expiate for abortion ( P.289 - Life of Fuastyna Kowalska - Maria Tarnowska and translated into
English.) but one line jumped out at me and I knew that this was the next rosebud.
"...... But now I understand the nature of these pains because the Lord Himself has made this known
to me....."
I knew that the Rosebud was "understanding"
I tried to verify this in Scripture and got various readings all to do with discernment, knowledge etc.
broader indeed than my own narrow perception of understanding -.
While explaining this a few hours later to Michael I turned over the initial pages and found the
following ( which again I had slipped a book mark into not looking where I had placed it P 313bottom 314)
..... " Pure Love understand these words carnal love will never understand them "( Diary notebook 2
- para. 324)
I pondered this and especially the comment of the writer who states how kind God is to take on
board our human feelings and respect them.
However today while awaiting a visit from London of Fr. M. S.o.l.t. I thought I would make him a
cake.... ( he loves them!). Quite suddenly I thought of the word understand and how really it is to
'stand under'. I mused on this and that we do stand under God and that He showers us with gifts
especially our ability to understand. Then I felt a prompting " Yes but if we stand under the Cross we have to look up and we start to 'understand'!
'Understanding' again is tied and linked to being identified with the Cross.
Rosebuds of the CRUCIFIED Jesus !..........
Another thought at mass yesterday. I was mulling the next rosebud (present one- what Jesus would
say) and trying to recall the last ( this is the second time this has happened) but I could not in any
way recall it. I believe this is to make me compliant and to take away memory save for the focus of
the new instruction.
I asked Michael what the last one was and his reply was instant - Meekness.
Friday 11.30. p.m.
The whole week has been a series of revealings about 'understanding'. On Tuesday ( I think) Michael and I were mulling over something which I felt I wanted to verify and that is whether the
Saints in heaven pray for the Holy Souls in Purgatory. We reflected and I looked up my 'standby the catechism I have had since I was a child. As I flicked through the right section and found nothing exactly explicit I opened at random and found the following:
28) " What do you mean by Mystery? By mystery I mean a truth which is above reason and revealed
by God.
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29) Is there any likeness to the Blessed Trinity in you soul? There is this likeness this likeness to the
Blessed Trinity in my soul: that as in one God there are three persons so in my soul there are three
powers.
30) Which are the three powers of your soul? The three powers of my soul are memory UNDERSTANDING and will.
Jesus has a repertoire of teaching aids !!
I was again being presented with truth. The subheading defined understanding as ' that power of the
soul by which it apprehends things presented to the mind!
On Wednesday as we have to take it in turns to go to Mass because of my father, I went to St. Ives as
there is no Mass in out church on that day. During Adoration (following Mass ) the following
happened. I was praying for my father who is slowly dying and not at peace - I looked at the statue of
the Sacred Heart, the sun was shining onto it. There seem to be two shadows one smaller than the
statue and one much larger behind the first shadow. Then I observed a third shadow to one side - not
in any way related to the statue. As I looked, a little puzzled, the first shadow appeared as Mary - not
clearly as in a perfect image but recognisable interiorly. This happens rarely that something is so
external so I look for other explanations However the shadow to one side took on the appearance of
my father lying on his tummy face down but in mid air seemingly suspended but in distress. I then
saw that Mary's hand seemed to be reaching out to him but he was oblivious to this and a little dark
patch existed between her hand and his. I asked Mary to explain - saying that I did not understand.
Mary (Our Mother) replied that in answer to my prayer that " he had to recognise who I am "-- in
other words she could not help him if he did not acknowledge Her. I was complaining a little that she
had not helped him and pleaded for him. I then noticed that the third shadow disappeared. I stayed
contemplating this scene for a while.
I the felt myself drawn deeper and I saw ( interiorly) Jesus on the Cross-. Quite large and at the foot
of the Cross was a nun, a sister wearing black and kneeling. She was holding a chalice and seemed to
be offering this to Jesus. He leaned forward almost down to her and with one arm took the chalice.
Perplexed I asked why she was holding the chalice? I got the answer that He, Jesus, had accepted her
offering, her cup as consolation for His suffering - I asked what was in the cup and He replied
"Solitude" and He asked if I was willing to offer my cup of solitude?
I understood quite suddenly that the acute aloneness I feel at present was my offering, my suffering
was through and by solitude.
( ON Monday we found a Host left in church which distressed me greatly and so many things are
happening which further deepen this sense of solitude.
Then again I felt I was in some sort of underground room - the windows were iron rather like horizontal shutters - but as I looked out I saw that at eye level the ground was covered in snow and that what
appeared to be huge continuous snowflakes were falling down incessantly and vertically like a curtain
This time I was given NO answer or explanation save ' wait and see'
( I did receive an answer but I had to wait until 16.04.2000.)
All these things relate to understanding and how differently Jesus is teaching me about this Rosebud.
Tuesday 26th October
Evening. ( My fathers asleep.)
The last few days the word understanding and indeed solitude have jumped out at me at every
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corner.
Last night (Monday) I picked up 'John of the Cross' where I had left off and read the following:
( from Spiritual Canticle Stanza 1, section ii. P.420.)
" You have been told o soul of the conduct you should observe if you want to find the Bridegroom in
your hiding place. Still if you want to hear this again listen to a word abounding in substance and
inaccessible truth. Seek Him in faith without desire for the satisfaction of taste or understanding of
any thing than what you ought to know. Faith and love are like the blind mans guides! "
I then read on to stanza 3 but I was very weary and sleepy and strangely it felt as if a block had been
put in front of me and I could not concentrate or fully understand.
Suddenly I felt that I should go over that verse in the Spiritual Canticle( at least I knew where to look
* and how to look for things ) relating to solitude that had so impinged itself on me when I read it a
few days before. I was reading the Canticle and as I approached this verse I felt acutely aware that
somehow this was for me - like a bolt of lightening hit me as I read. I recalled too the vision of the
'cup of solitude'. Again I felt drawn back to this verse. I looked to the end of this Canticle and found it
in stanza 35. This time I read the introduction and commentary on the five lines.
' She lives in solitude
and now in solitude has built her nest,
And in Solitude He guides her, He alone who also bears
In Solitude the wound of Love.
My tiredness left me as I was fully alert. It seem to say what I was experiencing and explaining it all
to me.
The cup of solitude that Jesus wanted to take from me and for me to give Him suddenly became
crystal clear. This great longing..... the acute aloneness.
The only part of this that I could not comprehend and indeed wish to blot out for it was too much for
me and 'I can't believe is true' was spiritual marriage. I know it is the path to perfection and long for
this for service but how could 'I', 'me',- the lady who trembles at what might have been and what God
has done for me all my life be here ( though I hold sway until I have spoken to Father Peter for it all
seems too impossible and improbable)
(NB* Until very recently St. John was a closed book to me.)

Since last night I have had this strange inner pain, a kind of drawing out of my spirit. I want to cry yet
this too seems inappropriate. I wish to run to Him and hide within Him. Lord Jesus , My Beloved
Mother have mercy on me.
Yet I am so aware of my failings and the blight of certain weaknesses that make me susceptible to sin.
The pain of having failed Him, even in these matters, which some would define as 'small', pain me
deeply. Yet it is now He presents me with this awareness of solitude and gifts me with understanding
.
These past days I keep going back to the 'vision' of being presented with " a ring" by two angels and
then the ring being 'blessed and approved' by the Mighty One and placed on my finger and the book
closed over my hands. It puzzled me at the time and 'troubled' me deeply - somewhere inwardly I half
understood, but again wished to deny espousal (betrothal)? Now this seems clear - Oh Jesus help me!
Wednesday 27th October 1999 10.a.m. After Mass. Church of the Sacred Heart St Ives.
This happened During Adoration but written up at home p.m.
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Drawn again last night to read Poustinia, I had stopped after reading the bulk of the book, I opened it
and read another insight into understanding this time from the pen and lips of Catherine Doherty.
I was most amused for she too pulled back ( in awe and incredulity - I think ) at how the Lord works.
I realised once again why the Lord led me to her. She was writing on the 'words' from Poustinia and
her reactions but the word understanding reappeared often.
" Time marched on and towards seven o'clock very slowly a word began to form itself.
It was a strange word, a big word, a word I didn't expect at all. The word was faith. Confronted with
this word for some reason or other I was like one dumb ( or bereft of all my senses would perhaps be
a better description) Or maybe I was one asleep who wasn't reacting.
Why I felt this way I don't know because I use the word faith constantly. But this time it seemed to
stand out in another context. I looked at faith with clear eyes with deep eyes and I once again realised
with a depth I had never experienced before that faith is a gift from God.
This realisation came suddenly and with A SORT OF UNDERSTANDING that is a pure gift indeed
and that God alone can bestow it. (P. 151 - Poustinia.)
This word understanding recurred a few more times in her writing also her reluctance to enter ever
more deeply into Mystery and become defenceless.
"......Yes it had something to do with some new dimension in the Lord as if He wanted to say to me "
Come higher unto My mountain and listen to what I want to tell you! I must admit that I didn't want
to go any higher onto any mountain. Yet when I say this I feel that I am a liar, because the inner and
outward voice of God for me, even disguised in my own thoughts has always been too powerful to
resist."
The last paragraph too found a deep echo in my heart as I have always hidden from what the Lord
was doing and almost reluctant to go deeper yet unable. This is so true AT THIS MOMENT as I reflected on the "thought or even whisper of spiritual marriage- I simply can't cope with this thought - I
want to shout- but I am a beginner - yet rather like Catherine knew this to be untrue. Yet I cannot
comprehend even the possibility of what I seem to be being told.
I mulled this on the bus to St. Ives, how Catherine's favourite saint ( or one of them) was St. John of
the Cross (She died on his feast day 14th December.) Heavenly circle of friends.
After Communion I felt an intense stilling though quite empty of any thought. I had a series of
pictures/visions distinct from each other but somehow related.
1. I saw a lady dressed in white kneeling looking up at Jesus on the Cross. I could not see her face.
She was dressed like a nurse, a modern sister, nun. I then saw a chalice pass from one to the other. I
cannot say which way round it was for truly the focus was on the gold chalice and its sharing.
2 I then saw the Blessed Monstrance and with some things that I did not recognise and indeed this
was almost veiled too but I saw someone receive white garments, long white ones which were laid
across their arms. As I observed this I then became conscious that I had to receive them and they were
laid across me.
(see end for 3.. When I was writing up I omitted something in sequence)
4. I said to Jesus that I did not understand all the elements and once again I was presented with the
same elements/symbols in a kind of red which I did not recognise at the core and centre of an
octagonal funnel. I was being drawn into this funnel and I asked who and what it
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was. As I got closer I made out but only an A and O intertwined and the words "I Am who I AM"
I felt a kind of deadness as if I couldn't move at all yet I could make out 'some' things around me yet I
felt more 'inside' the funnel. I was conscious of being quite still.

5.I then saw Jesus Crucified and Sweat and Blood were spurting from Him. This was very brief.
I was then conscious of holding a white cloth and dabbing down Jesus' face and wiping Him down. I
felt very close and could feel the cloth ( but no Blood)

6. Then I 'moved' to the left and upwards - ( This sounds like nonsense but that's how I experienced it)
I was told to hold out my hands. Two angels were there and were holding a bowl in which I had to
place my hands and wash. I was dressed in a white robe of some kind - I felt my arms go up a little as I
responded to this request and first held the bowl and then washed my hands ( though I had no
sensation of water) One Angel held a white towel for me to 'dry' my hands with. Then I saw some
lilies, long ones, many of them. I was told to hold one and one appeared in my hand and.... I was
ready........(????)
half way through this I was told to open my eyes and look at the Monstrance which I did and then my
eyes seem to close again. At the end I felt Jesus being placed in the Tabernacle.
I was not eager to move and though I sat for a while I would have stayed all day at peace and relaxed.
I was told to 'go now'
Ref.3 I knew that I had forgotten something/omitted something - though I split no.5 for I remembered
6 scenes'. After the first vision and second I saw Jesus Huge as the 'Sacred Heart'- but gold rays were
coming out of His Heart. He was still.
The most significant thing in some ways were the colours - white and gold predominated- from the
white of the robes, towels, both to wipe Jesus with and the one for me, to the Lilies and the gold of the
Chalice, Rays, Monstrance and ridge of the Funnel. I also seem to move from different positions in

(6)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(1)
what seemed like a huge tableau. thus.....
Thursday/Friday 28th/29th. October 1999. 4.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS.... I called you earlier Halina but you fell asleep with tiredness. It was the first call for I knew
that you would be awake to attend to your father.
Halina I see your pain. You are not alone for I am truly with you. You are learning much about
understanding and solitude and your inner aloneness is acute. Your inner self is being pulled apart for
you wish to be wholly mine yet you are confronted with evil forces in many guises. Mans
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rejection of Me is now acute in your heart and your fathers pain and lack of faith hits you and confronts
you. Little one I inspired you to read the pages of St. John of My Cross and the 'blessed' Catherine.
Defencelessness is indeed a part of solitude as you have appreciated. Those who wish to stand at the
foot of the Cross and be on the Cross must be without guile, without any defence and willing to suffer
for Me regardless of All personal considerations. I mean ALL Halina - to be like a sacrificial lamb and
trusting is very difficult for you but if you wish to be wholly united to Me then you must be like the
little lamb.
As I permit you to have insight and understand some of these mysteries you get drawn into the Godhead, the Trinity.. The intellect can only work things out along certain dimensions or 'schools' - certain
logical paths -ordered processes but My Gift of understanding takes you away from this, for the logic
of God outweighs such constraints and patterns. In an instant I can gift a soul with perception and
knowledge which catapults it into great wisdom or knowledge of sacred things.
I permitted you to have many experiences of this in the past days and you were truly amazed at what
was presented to you and you could grasp. The word is presented - I gave you a present-. Think Halina
how little you understood and in your own terms. Yet suddenly you are propelled into great mystery
which became a great light. I instructed you - guided you - encouraged you - helped you - supported
you as you had so much made clear. Do you now understand what I want from you?
H.... Yes Jesus - I think so.
JESUS.... NO, Halina you do not think so - you know !
You can say 'no' but you know. I have gifted you with the chalice of solitude, of never being content
save in my presence, of only wishing to be united with Me. You feel this deeply in your spirit. It feels
like a kind of torture, a kind of pain does it not? You spoke the truth to Michael when you said that it
felt like a real pain in your heart for I have wounded you now and you will forever pine for Me and
search for My face and my presence and will not be satisfied by any earthly thing and yet I have filled
you with love and for even those who indeed will persecute you ferociously as they wish to deny these
word of mine to you. You will stand guard over them and I will defend you. But even in this solitude I
will gift you with friends. See how timely was the arrival of your friend Celine and family. Fr. Nicholas
sees more too than you realise and Fr. Peter is pondering deeply as to how to help you.
Halina you must trust him. You must. Please reveal more of yourself to him. I know you find this
difficult but it is part of being vulnerable and defenceless, a lamb. You have been gifted with solitude
and pain. This included degradation. Remember My secret wounds. Who knew MY suffering except
the Father and My Beloved Mother. Why are you ashamed of suffering for Me. I have explained and
made clear to you that your pain- physical and spiritual is gift. You know about the Crown of Thorns
why do you keep it hidden denying it to yourself. If you are deluded then who better to correct you than
your Spiritual Director. Please strengthen your resolve to share all your experiences with him not
counting the cost - But remember I have explained to you in many ways, in the last weeks and confirmed to you what I wish from you. Suffering is a great gift of the Holy Spirit and no espousal can
ever take place without this.
It is not possible for Man to be greater than the Master. If you wish to be united to Me you must
espouse suffering with Me. I gift you with the type of suffering that is most efficacious for My Body
and that I require from you. You are unique and your suffering is especially gifted to you so that you
conform to My Image and become one with Me.
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The world hates and derides solitude making a mockery of the aloneness of God and Man in total
abandonment to the will of the Father with such Passion that MY emptiness, MY void became a vast
ocean of Love that the Father filled with great compassion for MY suffering. My Heart became a
vastness of Love as My Blood spilt out over the earth and the drops fell with the Sound of Great Silence and Great Pain with a resounding purpose. SALVATION.
Do you want to save souls with Me Halina? Have you finally reached the point where you burn and
scream for Mercy for your fellow Man? Do you want to save even one soul from the fires of Hell?
Enter into MY Aloneness, My Solitude. MY cup I give you. Fill it with your suffering. Let it be a sweet
exchange - a token of Love a symbol of our togetherness and unity. Do you have this love of Me in
your heart? You tremble at My words and I can feel your awe. This is good Halina for they are
awesome words that I am giving you. You have crossed the point when you can turn back.
I have gifted you and wounded you. Come sweet Bride - Come to My heart. Do not tarry. I will guard
you and commune with you for I need you, My sweet one, My little lamb, My Cactus.
To understand Halina is to submit. To understand, not only to comprehend, perceive, recall, remember,
be able to explain, teach, it is to be truly at one. Adam and Eve wanted to have this human
understanding yet I gifted them with true obedience and all that is lovely and pure - all that they could
desire or even need but I left them the greatest of all gifts, freedom to chose
The will I left them and in their pride they chose to disown surrender as they became conscious of their
freedom. They chose to disobey, the first sign of the lack of submission and so they lost true understanding and lost sight of the Truth of who they were. They turned their back on the Holy Spirit who
had breathed life into them and the Father who created them and they forever had to toil and wait on
the Fathers Pleasure, to wait for Me.
Halina, do not reject Holy Understanding. Be Submitted. Always seek union and do not let anything
deflect you. Sin of any kind will now cause you incalculable harm and pain. Chose truth and
compliance.
Hear the little one sing in the dawn. Rejoice Halina for this is a Holy Night. Halina MY little bride
rejoice. I will teach you more, so much more. My little love - oh so fragile. Sleep now sleep. Let the
birds sing you to sleep.
(5.22.a.m.)
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HOLINESS
ELEVENTH ROSEBUD.
Tuesday/ Wednesday 2/3rd November 1999 3.30. a.m. Home Huntingdon.
I was woken at 2.45. a.m. and felt that I should say the Chaplet of Divine Mercy.( The Lords kindness
to me for I had not said it though I remembered Him at three p.m.) I was reflecting on how kind He is
to us, the night nurse due on Monday came tonight so we could have some sleep/ rest before tomorrow
and we managed to find a carer for my father at first attempted so enabling us to see Fr. Peter. Further,
Michaels call to Fr. Shaffiq was returned indicating( to me at ant rate ) the Lords call.
The word Holiness was given at the very end of the last message and repeated the following day at
Mass. Once again it seem to jump out at me the past days. I felt Jesus calling me during the day and
early evening but busied myself - not idly but nevertheless 'hiding'.
Why Lord do I do this?
Jesus, Mary my Mother help me - please. Come to my assistance.
JESUS.... Halina, write down the following words - .
Holyness is born out of suffering - There are many pitfalls in the journey to Holyness and many traps
that the 'evil one' uses to ensnare the soul away from becoming holy. At Baptism the soul is anointed
and washed clean of all sin and it is at that moment Holy. You recall how Michael glowed after his
Baptism. At that moment he was Holy. Nothing interrupted the flow of Grace, the Holy Spirit hovered
over him and the Father held him. It is so at the Baptism of every soul as 'Jesus' showed. I Jesus was at
one with MY Father and the Spirit. True Holyness requires this surrender to the Trinity. A person who
is truly Holy will always be alive to the Trinity of Three persons,- One God.
Halina please stop for a few minutes and ask the Holy Spirit of God to assist you for you are blocking
My words. You have not done this for a long time and I know that you are tired but you also know that
I move freely when you permit Me.
H....( Holy Spirit - God of Purity of Intention assist me - enlighten me so that I may hear your words
through Jesus the Son of the Father, Holy Spirit guide me.)
JESUS.... All souls are called to be Holy - without exception. You are not called to second tier lives not quite Perfect - I did not say- "nearly perfect".'(Scriptural reference )
People, My people often confuse the two and reject both yet they use and enter into Holy things
without thinking , The Lord Your God is Holy - Where He is Holy- - the Sacraments are Holy - the
Rosaries, Crosses you use, the Water that's Blessed is Holy.
So you use these things yet you fear Holyness. If you have no fear of these things - why do you fear
Holyness. It is because you fear and reject their true purpose, to render you Holy and Perfect
Why do you enter into my temple if you fear the Holyness of God?
Mankind you have desecrated all that is Holy and now you desecrate yourselves. You render
yourselves un sacred - not capable of Holyness and de-grade yourselves from the purpose for which
you were made. I made you to be Holy and gave you the means by which you can stay close to me. I
surround you with Holy things for where the Hand of the Lord has been, has touched, remains Holy. If
you have any 'object' blessed it becomes touched by Me and the Holy Spirit guards the object so that it
becomes a means of Holyness for you. MY PEOPLE I give you MYSELF - I touch your innermost
being so why do you reject Holyness. If I indwell in you are you not Holy. yet you receive Me but you
reject MY
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Power, MY Presence and My ability to transform you into Holy Persons.
A Saint - declared so is one who has become Holy and who permits 'Us' to so indwell that they long,
pine, desire nothing serve to be like us and we transform them into a Perfect Creation. They so not fight
Holyness - they long for it. They know that they are prone to sin but recognise that it is only by the
transforming of themselves by the action of the Holy Spirit, Grace that they can ever be Holy. Holy
people long for that transformation. Man today does not long for this - but runs away for 'it' (he/ they )
see this as too costly and would prefer sin for it does not require a change to occur.
Man deludes himself as to his own nature and substitutes a kind of integrity which is not a true integrity
- for this can only be integrity with the Trinity - in the place of Holyness.
Man speaks of wholeness and maturity of being self aware, of being healed, of being at peace with
himself or of a state of nirvana, levels of attainment to Holy things - but all mislead him, for Man
cannot of himself achieve any Holyness without submitting to the perfection of Unity. Human
togetherness of spirit requires man to focus downwards and into himself as the source of change.
Holyness requires man to look up to God as the source of all change. Humanism has as its end
Man - Faith, Religion has as its object God and unity with Him. it requires man to relate with the
Divine. How can man, so imperfect heal himself. The blind leading the blind and how dark is the
blindness of today. You shake hands with each other and pass on human greetings invoking My Name.
Shame on you. You should use My Name with reverence and awe. If you really appreciated My Name
you would pass it on to each other on your knees for to bestow My Blessing is to enter into the Mystery
of the All Holy, Hallowed be the Name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit - HOLY, HOLY,
HOLY is THE LORD GOD of HOSTS. Holy is the Lamb that was slain. You mankind are called to
Holyness through and in and by entering into the Trinity.
Only God can make you Holy and calls you to Himself so that he can make you like Himself and so made Holy you can enter into His Kingdom. The All Holy ones live with Him in Paradise for they live
in Him and with Him.
Mankind what damage you do to yourselves when you reject the Holyness of God and exalt yourselves
as self sufficient. Reject this before it is too late. Humble yourselves and accept Holyness as your call.
Respond to Purity and Simplicity- ways to Holyness. Reverence each as being 'not esteemed by man'
but as Temples of the Holy Spirit and esteemed by God. He raises you up, He calls you to come higher
into His Realm.
Do you not want Mankind to be part of the Eternal Truth, Eternal Wisdom, Eternal Life - WHY?
What can you offer each other that is better? Man cry out to the Father to help you to be Holy.
Cry out for time is short. He needs to hear, hear your plea for Holyness - Call and you shall be heard.
Call with all our heart!
Halina sleep now. Thank you for opening your heart in spite of your unrest. I love you, I Jesus.
H.... I love you too......
JESUS.... SLEEP.
Comment.
When I wrote this out I wanted to correct the spelling from 'Holyness' to the correct 'Holiness'. When I
received the original I spelt it with a 'y' and in capitals. As I proceeded to copy it out I felt that this is as
it should be It seems to have an emphasis and import. Holyness rather than Holiness....?
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TRUST
TWELFTH ROSEBUD
Wednesday 10th. November 1999. 10.30. a.m. Church of the Sacred Heart St. Ives.
After Mass During Adoration.
Halina keep My Word.
I was reluctant to take my book out in front of everyone in this church. I suppose I was enjoying my
anonymity and silence - privacy. Jesus reproached me with the above words. He reminded, me that He
kept the Fathers word by Dying on the Cross. he became transfixed/pierced and He was the Word as
He was dying the word became life, the means of life for others.
Jesus asked me why the reluctance and I admitted to the above. He reminded me that they were not my
words and that 'dying' was what was asked for.
I took out my book.
JESUS....Halina I Jesus see all things. It matters not what others think of you - Not all people perceive
and judge in the same way as you. It does not matter what they think, does it?
Halina - your father is dying pray much for him for his struggle is enormous. Pray also for Michael
that his death may be a sanctification for Michael, a means of self control, a special grace.
Halina I wish to give you the twelfth Rosebud but I want you to stop for a second and empty all your
thoughts.
H.... Jesus there aren't too many, I feel drained.
JESUS.... Yes, that's right - you are drained but under your thoughts are streams of little fears and
anxieties that do not permit clarity of vision and transmission, if you place something between an
aerial and the receiver it does not clearly receive. Halina what thoughts are going through your head?
H.... Two words Lord - Intolerance and Trust.
JESUS.... Yes, I put both of them there, but the first is for your personal reflection, the second is from
My Heart to yours.
The words I inspired you to say a few years ago that Chris, your friend, wrote out as they touched him
and he knew he could not attain to 'it' at the time, were 'Truth'. Can you now attain to these words?
When you get home write them down at the foot of this page. Now Halina - Can you Trust? What a
gift this is, what a privilege!
The reference was: " Trust is the most difficult commodity. It takes so little to dissuade us from it, yet
it is utterly freeing. It enables us to fly in the face of adversity. Soar." (1996).

Thursday 11th. November 1999 4.00 p.m. Home Feast of St. Martin of Tours.
JESUS.... Halina, You are troubled and tense because you have not responded to My call instantly. I
told you that any small act of disunity will cause you much pain and internal discomfort. You also
know that you should be writing out the Rosebuds for Fr. Peter and
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Denis but busy yourself with other things even good ones but this is your main duty of the moment.
Your father grieves you deeply - offer him up to Me and to My mother. Enter into My Passion through
him. Every time you have to enter into his 'lair' think of Me in the temple with the merchants and
traders or before Pilate or with the Pharisees.
Halina deliverance is not an 'option'. Remember you must free your father before it is too late and time
is very short now as you can see. He is the epitome of the men of this world that you have all around
you. Once again other trials and tribulations have been sent to you. Keep still and do not let the evil one
tempt you from the security you have in Me, in My Words ,in MY Body.
Now Halina seek out that verse/lines that I gave you in and by inspiration.
" Trust is the most difficult commodity. It takes so little to dissuade us from it yet it is utterly freeing. It
enables us to fly in the face of adversity. Soar." (1996)
What do you think of these words ? You were surprised when Chris copied them out and a little
embarrassed. Indeed you did not recognise them as your own. Well Halina in a way they were not for I
put them there! (smile) You see how well I remember all the details of your life and how I have all
things in My heart and everything is for a purpose.
How can you not trust Me when I know everything about you and My Soul intention is to bring you
spiritual good and to bring you to My Fathers Home. I cannot ever harm you. EVER........
It is not possible for the Son of Man and the Son of God to do harm to anything that is created by My
Father. I had vouchsafed to Me - I was trusted with the Redemption, Salvation of Mankind - The Father
trusted Me with this Holy Work and I trusted Him so completely that I did His Holy Will in all things. I
was begotten for a purpose and I fulfilled it completely. The trust I had lives in Me and all My
followers. All who are the sheep of the flock must copy Me. If I trust so you must trust even unto death.
It is impossible for man to trust without Faith for you cannot trust in a vacuum. You have to trust in
someone. When that 'someone' is the Divine Son of the Trinity it should be obvious that faith enables
you to enter that truth and Love secures it. Trust in Me. Trust every fibre of your body make it
intermingle with My fibres. When I enter into your heart by the action of the Holy Spirit or when I fuse
into your soul by entering into the body by Holy
Communion I become one flesh so that you cannot
be separate. The more close is our intimacy the closer too is the trust. Although you often use the
phrase mankind - " Oh I would not trust myself to do such and such - in reality man trusts himself
completely. All action, thought deed would be impossible (otherwise) Men would not be able to
function without this intense belief in his ability to do something. How could he jump if he did not
believe deeply that he could. Or how could he count if he did not believe that he could etc. Halina.
Now if you can trust in your own abilities ( which are not yours anyway) then how is it you cannot trust
in the Creator of All things and His Loving Son. You Man are not sensible. If you believe that you can
do something you set out to do, if you believe in Me can you not act in Me?
When I enter into you it is I who act on your behalf so that , if you permit Me I act for you. If you
believe that I am there then I am free to act for you and you cannot fail for I act with and for you.
Furthermore, the apostles worked in my Name and they succeeded when they did because they
believed that I was with them at all times and in them at all times. They knew to invoke My Name was
sufficient. They were united in Me by Faith, Grace , Unity.
If you believe in Me then you too must trust in Me - the two go together and yet man you do not trust
Me but yourselves.
Yet deeply you do not trust me and even yourselves for though you trust your abilities you do not
believe in your spiritual abilities. As you do not believe that they exist or that you have them you do
not trust in yourselves to use these. You then cannot share in Grace. The Holy Spirit cannot lead you to
use them and so you believe that the are somehow beyond
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you. But WOE Mankind for you have gone further than this. You do not believe that I the Son of God
have these Powers and Gifts. You have relegated your faith in Me and abnegated your Trust in Me and
reduced it to superstition or a kind of nice legend. Some have denied Me the Godhead. Many see Me
as a " Good Man", a philosopher, others deny I ever lived. Fools. Are you greater than the Father who
sent Me. Fools. Trust yourselves and you trust the poverty of your faith and love. Trust in Me and I
will become All in All for you. Nothing will become impossible for you. Nothing. In My Name you
can raise the dead, caste out demons. Heal. You can do all things. In Me you find the fount of All
Goodness, All Mercy, All Kindness. and Knowledge for I lead you to the Father.
Why do you not trust Me?
Siostra (Sister) Faustyna was sent to instruct you all for the Father saw what was happening to you all
and that trust had been abandoned. She received from Me the recipe for return to that trust "Jesus I
Trust In You " - " Jezu Ufam Tobie " I opened My Tender heart to her and she revealed her heart by
sharing this message.
Yet as you approach the end of your century how many souls trust in Me? Oh few -- oh oh so few.
When you do not trust Me, you cannot trust each other. So then what do you, you build walls, you
defend yourselves, you build structures to protect yourselves and fight for your rights. You lose love
and kindness, tolerance and servanthood.
Man, Man, look to Me. Look only to Me, trust in Me. What do I have to do to make you understand.
Gird yourselves to Me. At all times put your little boats in MY Harbour. My Harbour is vast. Come,
you can all fit into My Heart. Come quickly - now before the tempest floods your little frail boats.
Please, please come.
As for you Halina, I will not tolerate any mistrust on your part for you are Mine and I have anchored
you securely. Always trust Me totally. I have taught you how to do this. I should not have to repeat My
instruction. When you fail then throw yourself at My Mercy. Never lose sight of the End, for it is there
that you will see the purpose. Always look to Me for every Graced Moment, a moment with the Life
of the Holy Spirit. Please hand this trust on to others. You have a gift, an inward trust which was given
at birth. This is how I secured you. It is your means of survival, but sometimes you let your emotions
and brains sway you like a tall pine tree. But you are a Cactus. They don't sway in the breeze, so do
not bend and bow. Put all that is unnecessary in the waste bin. It is a waste of time and gets you
nowhere, and how the 'evil one' enjoys such games,.
I will explain to you a little more of what is happening to you later. Be ready. Now read this to
Michael.
I love you Cactus Flower. Trust in Me, your Harbour. 5.p.m.
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ROSEBUD ON TRUST CONTINUED.
Monday 15th November 1999 11.55.p.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS.... You see Halina you wanted to finish copying out the message on Holiness for Fr. Peter but
you knew I wanted to speak with you. Well now you have the beginning and the end written you can
go back to the middle tomorrow. You do not know how this happened for you checked where you had
left off - yet you do- you omitted the middle. I can do all things even 'blind' you if I want your
attention.
Why did you not respond to my call to go to the church this evening? I wanted to speak to you alone.
I would have calmed your fears. It is vital that you give the .Rosebuds to Fr. Peter but let me guide
you a little more. See how I showed you the perfect words to use at the start of the letter. You wanted
to know how to start - opened the book wanting to know what she (Faustyna) had done and you were
directed to the right page immediately. I want to do everything for you everything. Please do not hold
back, not once for it impedes your growth in holiness and stops you living in My Heart continually.
Little one do not lose heart about your father - I know he frightens you and waiting for death is very
hard for you in this situation. Both father and daughter are learning but in totally different ways.

Halina -I asked you the other day - three times ' Do you trust Me' It made you think very carefully
before you replied. You were reminded of St. Peter who was asked if he loved Me - three times But
Halina you did not reply for you know that your trust is dependent on circumstances. You rely still on
your feelings which make you dither a little. Depend wholly on Me Halina in all circumstances. Do
not try to work things out or anticipate any thing unless guided to do so - While gifted with Trust you
must correct those areas of your untrusting. You must trust that I will protect you against the enemy
and against those who wish to destroy you, whose hearts chose evil. In spite of all the obstacles you
continued trusting in Me when the processes of 'law' were brought down heavily against you in the
matter of your first marriage and its validity. You never then lost trust in Me. Yet over silly things
you worry and fret. Please stop for they are counter signs and the devil can use these to prevent you
from moving quickly to Me. Chuck him out with his evil thoughts. Please ponder this and do not let
the trivial things impede - for in My plan of things they are of no import..
Halina sleep now precious one. I will bless your sleep. Please attend to My call on the first
This too is an aspect not only of disobedience but Trust. I shall explain to you tomorrow.

hearing.

Saturday 20th. November 1999 12.25a.m. Home.
I have felt Jesus call Me several times this evening or should I say an intense awareness of His
Presence. I felt much blessed by going to confession not to my 'confessor' who is away, and waiting
to go to him would mean waiting possibly a third week but to my/ our Parish Priest. He was direct
and to the point and I was struck by his insight and humility.
I have also been reflecting again on trust and especially regarding the Mercy of God, Divine Mercy. I
was guided last night ( again for Jesus seems to speak through this book to me via Blessed Faustyna's
diary) to something which seem to be reassuring of my fathers difficulties i.e. that even when all
seems lost we must not give up hope and pray for it is often in the last
moments that repentance
can change a person. I have been thinking about this for in the summer the " newly ordained priest
had spoken much in the graced first confession about the labourers in the vineyard. I asked myself
whether I really trusted God in His Divine Mercy- in those death bed conversions. I suppose part of
me thinks that they
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are fantastic and what a kind God we have and that is perfectly fair but another part of me ( or on other
days) that most people change in fear rather than contrition and doubt in the reality of such things.
When reflecting on this it also occurred to me that some people do chose evil and some do reject
conversion. It came to me that Jesus leaves us free but during the night Jesus nudged me by saying that
the problem lay in peoples acceptance of his kindness and humanity but little acceptance of His
Divinity. Thus we saw Jesus act like a good man in his dealing with men but not as God.
True Mercy is only attributed to God, Father Son and Spirit and that we can never evaluate it in human
terms. Hence it is DIVINE Mercy. it takes on the characteristic of being inexplicable in human terms.
So do I trust in His Mercy?
Jesus has again been subtly explaining to me about trust over the last days.
JESUS.... Halina.
Halina.... Yes Jesus....
JESUS.... Yes you see how I keep My promises I desert no one. I said I would explain and I have been
drawing you to look closer and deeper. Gods Mercy is boundless and endless. It does not falter or need
to be justified. Does the Creator need to be justified. He made you - you belong to Him. He will not
lose anyone and grace is given until the end. Rejection is the final assault of the evil one on the soul
and if man denies this grace and denied mercy and does not rely on it( trust in it) he will fail to
respond and will despair and chose darkness and therefore evil. Despair is the final act of a lack of
trust in the efficacy of God the Saviour and Redeemer. Even a little hope in the possibility of Gods
Mercy and Love can bring a soul to the position of pleading. God
responds with overwhelming
love so the soul bathed in this love travels into light and not darkness and so it is saved from the
fires of hell. NEVER, NEVER, NEVER give up hope in the Mercy of God. Trust in me.
Halina with your whole heart. Deeply trust in Me.
Trust is not just a " perhaps' and 'Hope' mentality but a true appreciation of the unfailing love of the
Father for all His little sheep. Please trust. Please trust me completely. I NEVER fail a soul that puts
its trust in Me. Trust allows you to fall into My Heart and find comfort therein - please trust in Me and
never doubt My Blessings.
Now Halina, please remember that an act of disobedience however small means that you know better.
If I call you at a particular moment it is a God given, God chosen moment - and it is the 'right' moment
so that if you do not do as I ask you are saying that you do not trust My judgment. Now Halina put like
that you are ashamed and feel that.....'no that's not how you feel' (That I do not trust in his judgment) but stop for a second and ponder. I do not make mistakes - if I ask (for) something of you I have My
reason and My timing is perfect. Sometimes your delay teaches you something and because I
understand your delay I tolerate and indeed respect your delay but it does not mean that to respond to
My bidding at once is not, in fact, to have chosen the better part. Remember I know all about you. All
your faults and failings. Halina do not practice untrustingness but complete trust in all my attributes.
Now I want you to send this Rosebud to Fr. Peter poste - haste, write it out tomorrow (Sunday - your
tomorrow ) and send it on Monday. Please do as I ask it is crucial that you do so. I will not give you a
reason for this but I want you to do this.
Please reflect on what your confessor said. My words on the simple path and not being able to do
everything. Yes, many things are going through your heart for I brought back the words given to you.
Seemingly so few yet so sweet and so full. Pray - I will guide you. Pray.Speak to My Mother- She will
help you - I know you love her as I love her - its a gift and Grace. Now be still and Pray.
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ADORATION & ENDURANCE
THIRTEENTH AND FOURTEENTH ROSEBUD
Thursday 2nd. December 1999 10.30.p.m. Home Huntingdon. Lucis (Eldest daughters) birthday.
In the name of the Father Son and Holy Spirit.
JESUS....So its Lucy's birthday and Mummy' s grieving heart is respected and all three of your
children 'call' today - A little gift to you for bearing her.
H.... Thank you Jesus.
JESUS....You have wanted to summarise the many events of the past weeks and have been unable
to do so for you are tired and now stressed, as well the 'evil' one pursue you avidly, Little Cactus, for
his desperation to steal you is great, but in the fury of his anger at having lost, he wishes to disrupt
everything you do, makes life very difficult for you. First your father and now your brother and so
many little attacks all coming at the same time to weaken you. Turn away, Halina turn your back on
Satan. Protect your father whose weakness both physical and spiritual are now so apparent to you.
Use the Prayer of Deliverance often and call on My Mother. She stamps on his head - he hates Her
and her Name ( Before each attack Jesus asked me if I trusted Him. I affirmed this thereby making an
act of Faith)
Little one I shall summarise for you the events so that you do not spend too much time writing out all
the events, but the most important elements. Three weeks past you woke with Eltisely, a name
unknown. First you found a house there. Second you found a vicarage for rent, and lastly Fr. Nicholas
told you about a new development at Cambourne, near Eltisely, available soon courtesy of the
builder. His many attempts to get you to see the Bishop about the Society you resisted following the
dictates of our Spiritual Director and our own intuition. Finally, things came close to home with the
Bishops visitation to our Parish. Once again you consulted Fr. Peter and his "NO" confirmed your
intention. You did speak to the Bishop but fraternally and not as S.O.L.T. members. Well done. Your
obedience will be rewarded for all is not ready yet for such an endeavour.
Your friendship with Fr. Nicholas grows and is being guided by Myself and the Holy Spirit. He too is
guiding you, but he is being guided too. Do not be too reluctant to open yourself up to him, for I will
never permit you to be harmed by him. Neither will I abandon him. He is a true pastor and confessor
and I wish you now to continue to confess yourselves to him. Michael must write to Fr. Shaffiq
urgently otherwise much ground will be lost.
You are experiencing much physical and emotional pain, but it is the spiritual pain that drains your
spirit. Halina spend more time in prayer - much more. You can resist your fathers onslaughts if you
have to do so, if you are in prayer. Do not bow to the wiles of his hatred of 'good' and spiritual things.
He resists the fact that these things matter and are real to you. Yet he has never opened himself up to
them in any way. Halina, defeat him with prayer- much prayer and fasting. Make Friday a fast day bread and water from morning to sunset, tea if you must. Tell Michael simply to give up sugar and
sweets, but not to fast in the same way for it would damage his health at this time.
Now Halina - you were given the word Adveniat Regnum Tuum - Thy Kingdom Come. You listened
so carefully to the Pre- Advent and Early Advent readings of the Coming of Jesus. My people do not
believe that I am coming again- They play games with time, prophecy, they make light of this My
Second Glorious return. They also focus on Christmas and the coming of Me, Jesus to hearts at the
festival - but the Second Coming is not the first. The second coming is a victorious one and far
outstrips the importance of the first, for the first brought about Redemption and Salvation - the second
gathers up the Fruits of all that
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was achieved and delivers them up to the Father. " They shall be sorted good from bad, just from
wicked and all shall see the Glory of God. the time of the end is soon so very soon, but you continue
as if the Second Coming is some sort of fairy tale - a myth. Have you not learnt like My people of
Judah had to learn from your prophets that I mean what I say. I will return and you will be surprised
and amazed. Rejoice for the hour is near. Rejoice for I know My sheep and they know Me. Rejoice
for the Herald of the New Dawn is already approaching. Prepare ye the way of the Lord. Yes, prepare
now. Yes, think of Bethlehem - think and pray that God became Man to save and deliver Man from
the bondage of sin and death. Think of My Mother and Foster Father and how Holiness brought them
exquisite sorrow and joy.
Halina with the Word " Thy Kingdom Come' you received shortly afterwards the word of a poem,
reflection on My Mother. Please place the original in this book but write out the whole poem on the
next page. You were given the first three lines directly, the rest were given deep inside your spirit.
Reflect on the mysteries during Advent.
( When I first received the poem I did not expect to have to put it into the book and so wrote it on a
piece of paper. I then did as Jesus asked and copied it into the book on yet another sheet as the Lord
was still speaking.
Thy Kingdom Come. Thy will be done. (Adveniat Regnum Tuum)
Given 27.11.99 and written out on the 7. 12 .99.
Mary, did you find Him in your womb
or find Him in your heart?
Did you have a captivated start
The Fathers will be done
and you bore a Son?
Did you belong to Him
and He to you?
Was He your baby
and you His baby too?
Which did you begin to know
the sorrow or the joy
or did He enter your
spiritual Domain before
the Dawn of Man
and the Father, Son made
you rich
before your earthly niche
was confirmed by birth?
Did you begin to understand
and withstand the knowing
by the grace of foregoing
the respect of Man!
Did you pass the test
when He came to stay
or were you shaped to
display that which the Father
gave to shape your destiny?
Mother, I plead with you
make me a true bearer
of your Word.
Let His Presence
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be a word to
enlighten me and,
Mother I plead with thee
a word
reborn to make
others see the
splendour of your Reality
and the path to
Eternity.
Adveniat Regnum TuumMay the Truth set us free.
Mother of Mine,
Enable me like Thee
to proclaim His
Being and be
Hidden in Mystery
Now, Halina, I wish to give you the next Rosebud. I want you to go to your book case again and pick
up the third book on the second shelf. Go now. (I picked up 'Jesus Our Eucharistic Love' by Father
Mancelli, a Franciscan Friar of the Immaculate) Now please open the book at random. Pray for
guidance. What greets your eyes Halina?
H.... "Jesus I Adore You" - a whole discourse on Eucharistic Adoration (p.65).
JESUS.... Yes, Halina - and what do you feel?
H.... Deep sadness, for we have abandoned this - not by intent, but by unavailability.
JESUS.... And have you protested, pleaded, begged - ??- Oh how easily you give up.
Halina, I shall give you two Rosebuds together because they are intertwined - though you will be able
to separate them if you have to in the future quite easily.
The Rosebuds are ADORATION and ENDURANCE ( or Fortitude), but I prefer you to use the title
Endurance.
Already you see the interconnection in your heart. A dart of foreknowing for both are close to your
heart and you are failing at both because one feeds the other. Yes, you are 'enduring' but endurance as a
virtue is a holy gift, a joy that enables you to suffer with great dignity and placidity all the torment,
fears and trials. But you cannot do this without the Adoration of God the Almighty which you are used
to - for it is there that you learn perseverance and placidity, awe and sacrifice.
Halina, why have you abandoned Me? Where are you? I look for you before Me, I am with you always,
but I need to have you close to My Eucharistic Heart for I manifest Myself to you. You know how
often I have done this during Communion and Adoration. I shall continue to do so, but please be
present to Me as I am to you. Plead with Father Nicholas for more, if necessary, before the Tabernacle
at first.
Halina, I shall talk to you first of Adoration because I want you to pray about this at this time. You
miss your time with Me on Tuesdays and at the Magnificat meal hours of Adoration.
Adoration. Who else can you adore? - No one. You speak of adoring friends and lovers, foods and
things, countries and books, but you must adore NO ONE but your God - NO ONE must come before
Me. Nothing takes pride of place. To Adore is to put Love - all your love at the feet of the Greatest
Lover and ask for that Love to be transformed. Adoring your Saviour, Eucharistic Lord is to
acknowledge Mystery. It is to say humbly 'I do not understand but I believe with my whole being and
because You have said so I trust in Your words. I believe You are before me - Truly Wholly present. I
bow before You. I love You for all You have done for Me - I love You so much that my soul is
enraptured by You and raises itself up to look at Your Body and be filled with Radiant Love
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- an Immense Love - an overwhelming love - passionate love. I adore - I adore You, My beautiful
Redeemer- Ja cie Kocham - Moj Zbawicielu - I am totally given over to You- I cannot live without
You - I cannot exist without You- I long to see You so revealed'.
Halina, how often have you felt this and yet you pretend you can survive without Me Eucharistically No, you cannot and you never will - you will become impoverished for I manifest myself to you in so
many different ways and manners. You understand the imperative yet you shun the action or play a
kind of game with yourself for I am present to you. but if that was sufficient for you would I call you
to so adore. You promised as a Missionary of the Eucharist to adore Me for one hour a week - not one
a month. Do so. DO so urgently. You, in charity , understand how passionately your brothers and sisters in My Body spread the word
without realising My Eucharistic Presence, but they have not been given all the Truth. Yet their
ardour for the Word brings them to be so passionate for Me that they learn Adoration of the Heart and
they fall in love with Me- ( Jesus is referring to Christians not in Communion with Rome)
Yet you - Sons and Daughters of the Last Supper, Believers in the Presence of My Body within the
Form of Bread, Really, Completely Present, you have no fire in your loins. Shame on you. Shame for
you keep the Truth hidden for fear of exposure or ridicule. You have much to learn from your
brothers and sisters in My Body. It is My Body - ever and always My Body. You are all part of My
Body, My Body hidden and visible - always united with My Father and with each other.
Your eyes fell on the back of the book and the words that I drew you to; " The Faith Of the Church",
,Pope Pius X11 teaches us, " is this - that one and identical is the word of God and the Son of Mary
Who suffered on the Cross, Who is present in the Eucharist and Who rules in Heaven".
Yes Halina, I Jesus AM - I am always Present- I am always available. I am always given to My
Father. I am always visible to those who wish to see Me- in the Eucharist.
Tell, nay teach others this Truth - Do not delay - You know the verity,- the truth of this statement.
You have been gifted with this intimacy of Presence. Halina, beg them to adore and reverence Me beg, plead, supplicate, explain, cajole and suffer the rejection I feel for love of Me. Your wounded
heart is My gift to you and your gift to Me. Halina, tell them to seek Me not in the market but in the
Tabernacles, for many will find Me there. I call many to carry out My tasks. There are many works
that My Father wishes to entrust to spread the Kingdom. This is yours.
Pray now. Tell Michael, and I shall give you more instruction about this and how to endure when
there is no Presence for man has destroyed the Eucharist, My Body.

Saturday 4th December 1999.
Astonishing. My astonishment.
It was my turn to go to evening Mass and I was amazed at the readings as they contained both the
second coming and the words 'Prepare ye the way of the Lord. Make a straight path ( Isaiah 40:15) .
The second reading contained the New Heavens and the New Earth ( 1 Peter 3:8-14) and then
Mark1 :1-8) Wow Wow!
Before Mass we had intended to both go to confession. As I was to stay for Mass, Michael went first He usually returns promptly - as he seemed delayed it added to my own disease
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at going for I felt I needed to sort out whether I should tell him ( the confessor, our pastor) about the
messages or whether it should be in the confessional as it had already occurred that I had to confess
something that Jesus had revealed to me and it became difficult to explain. Jesus has already told me to
trust him more and I felt that I and needed to pray about this and consult Fr. Peter. However Michael
returned with just about enough time for me to go across to the church. Feeling uncomfortable I said to
myself 'I shall see if Fr. Nicholas is there, if not I shall take it as a sign. I had a feeling that he would be
though. I had prepared ' a little;' in case. he was not in the confessional though this was within 10 mins
of the special time. Michael also said later that he had come late anyway - so that he must only have
stayed a few minutes ( very unusual- untypical) Now Jesus is so kind because I will only have to wait a
few days before our meeting with Fr. Peter and I can ask to go on our return.
Three visions received during Mass. I saw these interiorly.
1. I saw darkness and in the darkness the faces and the top halves of people. They were more skull like
faces, very haggard with the veins standing and the blood vessels were prominent (somewhat foetal) At
first I thought they were people crying tears of blood but then I saw that they were gaunt and in distress
- unable to speak - no one to answer me 'who are you' yet they seem to be in pain.
Above them - high above was a glimmer of gold Light.
( Earlier I had prayed whilst sewing for the souls 'far back' in purgatory - maybe these are connected.)
2.I saw Jesus Crucified - quite large.
Then like a small tableau to the left as I looked I saw Mary resplendent in a blue jewelled garment and
a hat/crown again jewelled like a very regal version of ( a previous vision) of Mary (which I refer to as
Mary outside the walls) The robe in shape was utterly beautiful and queen like. Before Her appeared
some children which She noticed. She knelt down on one knee to speak to them - a kind of stoop. They
were enraptured.

3. Straight in front of me ( Interiorly) I saw falling from above - pebbles - like octagonal coins, a kind
of murky gold - quite large ( size of a two pound coin) and larger. A thick blanket of these rained
down.
Behind this I could see a throne on a kind of sleigh/chariot- podium-covered in red cloth with Jesus and
Mary and Angels and Saints- but I could not see them clearly. At first they were to the left, to the side,
then behind these pebbles - but still not clear.
I am not sure what this signifies.?
Saturday /Sunday 5th. December 1999 Midnight.
JESUS.... As you have your book open Halina you may as well continue to write on Adoration and
Endurance. My dear child, I saw you look longingly at the Tabernacle and awed by the readings. I
saw what you thought and gave you a present, confirmation of the last Rosebud and visions. Pray about
these. You have nearly grasped them. the pebbles- are they pebbles Halina? Pray- what do you need at
the present moment?-Why were we ready on the Throne ? Halina, ask the Holy Spirit to enlighten you
( you do forget) and ask Fr. Peter too.
Adoration!
If you see the eyes of two people in love they are alight- their eyes are full of joy and peace. So too are
the eyes of My little ones who look upon Me with love. My love is so great that, that Light stays with
them as it penetrates their souls and enlightens their spirit. Why then do My shepherds not allow My
children to sit by Me and look into My face?
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Why do they not walk with Me to Calvary and die with Me so that the Bread of Life, My Body can be
given to My children as food for their journeys. Today Mankind does not adore that which gives them
life, but that which gives them death. Today the churches, My Churches, are closed and the
Tabernacles empty or removed. Today My Shepherds teach falsehood to My little children, My small
ones, My poor ones, My beloved lost ones. They cry, but their cry is not heard by these wolves, these
prowling hyenas, for they seek to destroy and attack My little ones, My precious lambs. BUT Heaven
hears their cry. Their cry reaches the Ears of all the Angels and Saints, My Precious Mother and My
Father. How long do you think He will allow this to go on.
If you have no Eucharist - you do not have My Presence Bodily among you. You have the Spirit of
God and you have My Word - you have Me but you cannot digest the Word in the same way as you
can eat My Flesh and drink My Blood, for it is real food indeed. Halina - Scream louder. Oh Israel oh Judah - oh Gentile People - All My People- go plead with your Shepherds - do not give up - for
many of them need your encouragement. I will deal with the false but you must encourage the weak
but true Shepherds. Halina - Fall on your knees to the father and plead for such as these.
Halina if you sense the absence of My Body, My Presence - Call to My Father and you shall be fed
but do not tarry in such a place. I shall make it clear to you when I am not present and you will know.
You have a sense of this already. Halina cry to the Father. My People must be fed. If they would but
watch and pray one hour with Me - their lives would change. Is it too much to ask that one hour be
spent adoring the God who made them, breathed life into them, sustains them and Loves them even if
they fall from grace and --sin. I search for the lost. You search too for the lost and bring them to Me.
If they are of chaste and repentant heart I will welcome them with My heart wide open - they are My
sons and daughters. Halina please Adore Me- do not be ashamed or frightened to show the extent of
your love for Me or your belief in Me. Those who defend Me - I shall defend to My Father. But
Halina you must love Me so totally that your love is conditional on nothing save giving All to Me.
Leave nothing out - Give Me everything. Adore Me, Worship Me, Jesus before you. Me, Jesus
Crucified. Me, Jesus the Transformer of life. Me, Jesus the gentle Shepherd - Son of the father, Son
of Mary. Halina I plead with you keep your heart always for Me - do not turn away even for one
second for you wound Me deeply. One second is enough to make me pine for you. I want to have all
My sheep so close to My heart.
You will stay faithful in the coming days if your hearts are focussed on Me and Adore Me. One
glance from Me will bring you back to Me again and again - but let me look at you - Kneel before Me
- My beloved People. What do I have to call you My beloved for you to listen. My little bride tell
them - I beg you tell them before it is too late and they will not be able to eat at My table and I will
not know them. Halina plead for Me. You are a Eucharist - a thanksgiving to My Father. Lay yourself
on the altar of Sacrifice for Me and My Body. If these words shock you do not let them disturb you.
Pray and you will be shown a path. Prepare a path for me. Who else can make a straight path for Me
today - only My littlest sheep for they bleat for me in distress - not
understanding why 'They'
have done this to me - 'the wise' - They are not wise - they are foolish virgins with unlit lamps. Some
do not even light the lamps in My House - They will be caught out - yes and destroyed unless they
change their ways.
Stop now for your mind cannot take any more though your spirit is willing. Await My call - I will
continue soon. ADORATION ADORATION ADORATION.
12.40.a.m.
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ROSEBUD 13 and 14 continued.
Thursday / Friday 16th. December 1.10.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS.... Halina have you got home alright?
H.... Yes Jesus
JESUS.... Which home Halina? You now have the keys to go into the church at any time. Which keys
unlock your front door Halina. You leave your home door unlocked and people enter. The church
door is left open - quite often but so few go in. Halina which is the true key to your heart. You
enjoyed the hour with Me alone in the church this evening didn't you? You feel at home inside My
house. I feel at home in your house too Halina - your spiritual house. I also wish to dwell in your
home - not only in your heart.
Halina you were struck today by the name of a new fragrance called J'adore (Je t'adore) especially as I
used the French language to you the last time I spoke. You felt that the words conveyed the meaning
of adoration. Yet people adore the perfume not the Creator of the Heavenly fragrance of Perfection.
Smelling sweet has become so important but no perfume can disguise the smell of idolatry. Man has
made an idol out of the sweet smell of nature. I made the earth rich in smell and the pure perfumes
were made to please Man. So too are the spiritual goods they are like a sweet fragrance rising to the
Father. Prayer is such a sweet perfume.
J'adore means - I love you and adoration is the falling in love with me. What joy it brings My heart
when you sit in front of Me telling Me you love Me It is better than all the sweet smells of 'this'
world. Halina adore Me - nothing else - I call you to be an apostle of Love - an apostle of
adoration- completely in love with Me and everything about Me. Adore My Presence at all times - in
all circumstances. Where I have trodden you must follow. Follow My footsteps adoringly. Make your
face reflect mine. Halina I wish to make known to you My plan for you which is starting to unfold
quite quickly. Many things are in place.
Your father in all that struggle was given a preview of who you are before Me- that 'book' he said he
read - will be written one day- I read it ( my addition=to him) in his spirit - it was to help him. You
were right to make him reflect on inner peace ( pokoj - room in Polish - he wanted to know how long
he would have to stay like this i.e. in bed in his room, - it also means peace) Your plea for him has
reached Us in Heaven. Keep pleading for him. Today he has been more peace filled. Soon I will take
him to another place- but I have given him some hope - if he can take it into his heart. A little haven
in the midst of his sorrowful madness. His time is running out. Pray.
Halina My Father spoke to you on your birthday telling you that 'Can a father not give his daughter
presents on her birthday' You have a Heavenly Father Halina one you can trust always. So you
received the best gift of all your three children who arrived home for you ( with gifts) flowers, visits
and this continued until Wednesday. What a birthday - a little sweetness in so much sorrow.
Halina your Heavenly Father knows your needs.
Please keep trusting Us in all circumstances. Your daughters 'early' return is also for a purpose.
Trust.
Halina is your heart bursting with love for Me. Do you adore Me - really adore Me - thinking no one
else can be like Me - then let your love show. How else will others know of your love.
Halina share more with Fr. Nicholas - much more. He is eager to help.
Halina if you persevere, endure to the end your reward will be great in Heaven.
Halina stop now and I will call you - have some rest now.
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Monday 20th. December 1999 Home Huntingdon.
Chris our friend in Tabor Trust and before, was received into full Communion- was received by the
Lord Jesus at the altar of Sacrifice, Confirmed and Much blessed (Bridge Chapel ST. Ives 18th
December) Also in the early hours Michaels Uncle Harold died, father of the cousins who visited us,
and my niece Justyna was Married in Kingston, Canada.
What a day.
The Mass at St. Ives were Chris was received was of Unity and the reading was all about homes and
houses ( Ezekiel).
On Sunday this was replicated with Isaiah. Interior homes survive.
Our friendship with Fr. Nicholas grows more steadfast and secure and more spiritual.
We simply cannot get over Gods kindness to us. How we have been guided. (We were given the house
we live in in the most astonishing way)
I also have the key to the church.
1.10.a.m. Having returned from prayer tonight I felt Jesus call me.
JESUS.... Halina- What did you see after Communion todayH.... Your Mother, My Mother Mary - She was holding you in her arms, with a scapular in her left
hand and in her right she held a blue book which she lent down and tried to give me I could not see
what it was but I don't think it was new and it had sort of emblem on the cover.JESUS....Yes that's right Halina - it had the Keys of St Peter on the front.
H.... What was the book Jesus I don't Know.?
JESUS....Ask Fr. Nicholas. he will tell you.
Halina have you pondered on the words of Fr. Nicholas in Confession? Why have you stopped writing
Halina?
H.... Because Jesus I have gone blank I can remember some of the main elements of the first part with
words such as.......( Here I summarise what is said not in terms of sins, fault but recommendations
JESUS....Quite a good summary but some things you have omitted. If you do not fully grasp- ask for
it will be repeated. Listen to him carefully for he carries My words to you as sure as these. I speak in
many ways to you Halina. Be more attentive. Speak less listen more- much more. Listen to him for
both your sakes. ( his and yours) and of course Michael must too.
What about fasting Halina? I asked you to fast on Fridays I had to help you last Friday ( we didn't get
time to eat!) as you had already forgotten.
Please pick this up more - Ask him what he would suggest to you - do not be reticent or afraid.
Halina, Do you adore Me - one who adores will go and do anything for the one whom he/she adores. It
doesn't matter what hardships befall. The love of a just man endures all things . The love of God
endures forever - as it says in the psalm you sing with such fervour.
Yes My love is faithful it endures forever. Notice how the word endures has 'end' as its prefix- it is to
the very end. Can your love for Me endure to the very end of your life?
H.... I hope so Jesus
JESUS.... Yes, it will but it waxes and wanes and varies a little sweet one. I need you love to be
constant unwavering and steadfast.
There are times of enduring bitter trials and persecutions. All manner of things will be sent to try you
and My Holy Church. Can you swallow the pill of persecution? And what will you do when it is
impossible to adore Me in the Eucharist - when the Churches will be closed and the tabernacles empty
and desecrated? Will your love for Me endure. Will you be able to make a spiritual bond with Me so
strong that nothing will break the bond. You have already suffered the loss of frequent Adoration
before Me in the Sacred Host. Adore Me in the Tabernacle. Then Halina Adore me in your heart. This
is the time of courageous
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endurance. Remember what I told you of courage - to be in the heart of God. Courage, true courage is
a gift of the Holy Spirit but it is not the same as fortitude which does not require acts but has more to
do with staying power, but especially linked with suffering You may wonder why I gave you this
Rosebud that seems to be so similar to Courage First, I linked it with Adoration but second it has one
distinctive feature and that is to be able to endure under suffering. You were surprised to find that
Endurance and Fortitude mention suffering and pain -being able to withstand these - so the dictionary
told you. True courage requires you to be so in the heart of God that you go forward in security
without fear. Fortitude and Endurance requires you to endure all suffering and difficulty for Love of
Me - to stay in a place of pain with great love and
peace - totally surrendered to My will. Can you
see the difference. They are closely related but different in the circumstance in which they are
practiced. Endurance leads to and encourages Trust. Trust is necessary in order to endure. Yes Halina
this requires spiritual wisdom to
understand. Please ponder these words carefully for in the days to
come you will require both Courage and Endurance. You can have neither without making Me the
Centre and Adoring me. Lovers gladly die for each other. Will you die for Me Halina? Are you ready
to endure further pain. Halina answer me truthfully.....
H.... Yes Jesus I am thinking, searching my heart
JESUS.... Halina yes, you are. Please pray about this. I will ask you again. You know I will not desert
you ever and I do sometimes give you surprises also - Remember Joy and Sorrow- But more Sorrow
lead to greater Joy. Halina I have spared you some things until now but you are being formed for more
suffering. Yet I will not ask this of you unless you are willing to follow my footsteps exactly.
Which 'station' of the Cross moved you deeply?
H.... --- being nailed to the Cross.
JESUS.... Yes ---because it is where you are at present. You have joined me but I still have only a
partial yes- best intention Halina but not total commitment to this path - this road. Please consider this
carefully. Are you willing to endure ALL for Love of Me. I shall ask you again tomorrow. Pray about
this. If you need speak to Fr. Nicholas or Fr. Peter (It is at this point that Jesus uses his Christian name
rather than surname saying "Fr. ...Or Fr. Peter as you now call him") Do not worry I will not let you
step over the line marked out for each of them as guides.
Little one sleep now. Little Cactus
Goodnight.
H.... Goodnight Jesus and Mummy Mary. Eternal Rest grant to William ( In the "Coffin" in the
Church curiously consoling company).

Thursday 23rd?/24th December 2.15.a.m. Home.
It is my youngest daughters birthday and all three children have arrived home for Christmas- Mary be
with us.
Last night while in church Jesus did ask for my reply - very succinctly - " Well, what is your answer?"
My Answer is "Yes".
Strangely from that moment I feel both a sense of deep peace and yet at the same time a sense of
aloneness and a sense of 'withdrawal' of Jesus' tangible Presence.
I also did as Jesus bid and asked Fr. Nicholas to clarify the point about fasting, and also I asked him to
tell me what the book was Mary handed to me. Almost straight away he retorted 'The Old Testament",
for it was a book She would have been well versed in.
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H.... You were right Jesus - he did know. He was also helpful on the issue of fasting.
JESUS.... See how I instruct you - there are many things that you still have to learn and it is
important that you do so quickly. There are aspects of your spiritual life that have to be brought
further under discipline so that you can bloom.
My dear Cactus, I will help you now by means of the confessional, but you must remain honest and
humble before our confessor. you are before him as a penitent, so listen carefully to what he says to
you.
Pray that your heart is open and your spirit cleansed so that you can be a bearer of the Good News of
the Eucharist.
Now go to sleep - and Pray.

Monday 3rd. of January 2000
12.12.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS.... Halina, try to concentrate on My words to you and not your fathers ravings even though it
is difficult. Tonight you have a nurse to help you care for him. Let her do her job and you do yours.
She is a good woman and prayerful.
Halina, your body has been blighted to save your father's further distress but not only for this reason.
I have given you time to read and reflect on St. Peter Julian Eymard's life. he is an Apostle of the
Eucharist and you can learn much from him. I want you to reread the section you have completed on
the nature of his vocation and the 'rule'. You found it hard going and partly because it was his call,
and partly because the pain in your head made it difficult for you to concentrate. In reality you are
speaking the same language of Eucharistic Love. Please pray about this.
Prepare well for your visit to Fr. Peter. By this I mean, be ready to be utterly truthful but also
succinct for you have much to relate and also much to learn. LISTEN carefully. You are at a pivotal
point and you must be utterly obedient to your call to be My Apostle, but also to be obedient to your
Director.
Dear Halina, the price you must pay is the totality of your self- giving - a total sacrifice. Endurance
as gift starts when all that is human fails you and you feel that you cannot go on.
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Then if you pray the Great Encourager fills you with the Holy Gift of Endurance to withstand all
trials and hardships. You have learnt this again with your father as you did before. You are now
much more resigned to Our Will for him, though you still have moments of desolation. Let go
completely, Halina. Do only what is necessary to sustain his life.
Halina, please continue to pray for those that come to you, for they come not to you or Michael but
for the Waters of Life that I have poured into your spirits.
Speak My words with love and passion. Do not hold back, for I will not let you harm anyone so
you do not have to be afraid.
Please be secure in Our friendship. Please wait on My words and then speak them.
Please get Michael to pass you The Bible, nay let him open It.
What has he found: Lamentation 3 ? First the despondency of a broken man - then the hope of help
mercy and learning to be patient. You were amazed as this later verse 25/25/27/ is what you read at
little Stephanie's funeral. Can you see the deeper meaning? You can see sorrow as joy, trial as
potential victory, pain as possible sacrifice. But not so your father, as he cannot grasp the Fathers
Will. So too many of My People cannot understand a God Who both loves and corrects them and
wishes to teach them. They have become unteachable, like the People of Israel in the desert,
preferring their ways to 'Mine'. Open their heart to My Will and My Heart, Halina. The Heart of the
Trinity is an eternal force of Love. The Son, Jesus, will come again to gather all the little sheep all
the people who love the Lord their God.
Halina please do not listen to your fathers rambling - please deepen your awareness of My Presence
- for it is Satan who wishes to distract you. Stop Halina and lift up your heart ------ See he stops.
Cactus, - Little Cactus- Soon your little buds will open and become splendid flowers, which will be
smelt by everyone and will draw others to where you live. You are a desert flower remember, so
you will always put your roots into the deepest soil to anchor. They will come to this desert to find
their roots and wish to plant them too, so that they too cannot be uprooted when the storms come
and batter their house.
Halina, Cactus Flower, the Rosebuds grow on thorns. No rose grows without thorns. When they
placed a Crown of Thorns on My Head, they made My Body bleed huge drops of red Blood, which
fell to the ground watering it. In each space grew a 'rose', a blessing, a gift for Mankind.
When they nailed Me to the Cross, the fountain of Blood created a fertile soil for hundreds of
flowers to bloom in the dry and arid soil. You, Halina Child, born in My land of birth and death are
such a flower. Roses bloom in the desert too next to Cacti. Sometime they intertwine. You are a
flower of the desert and around you will grow roses. Each rose will be of a different hue.
You do not understand........... No you don't, but pray on this and learn about your Rosebuds well.
Now, Halina, go to confession before you see Fr. Peter. You did not receive this gift last Friday,
but please do so before your journey. Pray that you make a good confession - ask your Saintly
friends to help you. You now have another, St. Peter Julian, though he has always been close to
you. Please tell Fr. Peter of him too.
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Halina - Bless yourself with the Sign of the Cross and sleep now, for your pain will not allow you to
write more.
Thank you ,Cactus- Little sweet Cactus. I love you.
H.... I love You too, Jesus. Goodnight, my Lovely Lord and only Hope.

Thursday 6th of January 2000 12.30.a.m. Feast of the Epiphany. Home Huntingdon.
Returned home after visiting Fr. Peter. The Lord provided an excellent sitter for my father.
All the questions of my heart were answered and we were able to bring to the fore many things but
especially.................
JESUS.... Halina, Stop I wish to talk to you and you wish to tell Me what you did. Halina I WAS
there with you and understand better than you the dynamics of this very special meeting.
At present you do not understand the Role that Fr. Peter is playing and will continue to play in your
life. Neither do you understand the importance of the book he gave you about his co- founders. You
are curious but it is Michael who asked for it and he must read it first. Be patient. you must finish
Peter Julian's life.
Halina I solemnly declare to you that the illumination which you received regarding the House of
Prayer is My Will for you. Peter Julian's vision will be fulfilled, but you must go further with his
vision according to My Will for you. You have been given insight about this in the past, now put your
illumination into concrete action. First share your thoughts with a carefully chosen group of people.
So to you must share them with Nicholas your pastor. Do not be afraid or put off by some responses.
A house will be found, but remember it is to be a home for all not an institution or institute - a home
where I am the Sole Provider of all Good - (Jesus smiles) I shall feed your souls and your bodies. Do
not worry about any thing and please trust in Me. It is My Mothers house as I have told you often
before. It is She who will guide you to the right place, but it is already being prepared for you and you
have seen it.
You have great need of prayer at this moment, for you must follow every indicator of My Will for
you. Every turn is pre-planned and, like a jig-saw puzzle, it will all fit together. Make a list of those
who might be interested in this house and pray for each one in turn, and I will reveal to you what to
do and who to contact. Do not be alarmed at this. Do not be surprised either by the route by which
others might come. I have shown you a path, now take it. Those who are not willing to adore and
spend time with Me will make themselves known by their cold-heartedness.
Halina, when you read the words of St. Peter J Eymard you knew and you saw a spectrum unfold - a
multi-coloured rainbow of hope for the future and a way forward. Do not lose sight of any part of
what I revealed to you in those precious moments.. Everything you shared with Fr. Peter will come to
fruition, but not all in your life time either. I build and use many stones, sometimes one upon the
other. But do not get despondent, for more will be
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achieved than you can ever imagine and one day you will praise God for all eternity.
Thorns Halina - Ah Yes - You already know it too, but how carefully you were reminded of these.
Your crown will intensify as you walk that path of sorrow and joy. Michael is very important to you
at this time. Two by two, I school them and send them forth. Uphold Marriage, Halina, as a holy
estate, a noble calling. I need heralds of this too.
Soon I will require of you another sacrifice. No, do not fear - your children are protected.
Please spend more time with Me alone. Pray about the request and question that Fr. Peter and Fr.
Nicholas has put to you about contact with each other. If you spend time with Me, I will tell you and
it will become clear what you should do.
I wish to conclude the Rosebud on Adoration and Endurance, (so) - please be ready to open your
book. I wish to lead you to the next Rosebud, and you will be surprised by it. Spend more time in
writing, Halina.
Soon you will undergo many journeys, most of them unexpected. Halina, do not shield your heart.
Please ask for purity of intention from the Holy Spirit of God and seek guidance from Him and your
confessor and your Spiritual Director, who are crucial at this time.
Halina, I love you. Thank you for staying awake when sleep was overcoming you. See I kept you
awake with good things.
.
COMMENT
After these two Rosebuds, Adoration and Endurance, the care of my dear father became even more
acute.
I did little journal keeping or reflective writing and nearly all the communications were direct
locutions, messages.
It was in this period that we received an outline of our specific call and mission
The night before my father's death (18th January 2000 ) my Mother Mary spoke to me interiorly
consoling and encouraging me. In great peace after a long illness and struggle he died in the early
hours of the 19th of January surrendered finally to the tender arms of Jesus and Mary.
Jesus in His tender care did not give me the next Rosebud though. He continued to speak to me and
teach us, respecting the many things we had to do for the funeral, delayed through circumstance and
simply because of our grief and exhaustion.
Poignantly the next Rosebud was Patience - what a lesson in this.
Thus the messages received were on the 13th, 18th 28th and 29th of January
The funeral was on the 1st February followed by locutions on the 7th, 9th and the 16th/17th February
containing the next Rosebud.
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PATIENCE
FIFTEENTH ROSEBUD
Wednesday/ Thursday 16/17th February 12.03.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS....Halina do you like being in front of the fire? It soothes and warms you doesn't it. But My
heart provides endless heat, warmth and love. Your heart must be on fire with love for Me and My
Creation. Your heart is not on fire because you resist those impulses of love and do not let Me
envelope you with the flame of love.
Today storms battered the 'house' didn't they - a mighty whirlwind tossed you about and like St. Peter
you were afraid and so ran away ( with your heart) The pain you suffer is My pain but do not run
away, Halina. Endure. Fr. Nicholas is doing My work -I am working through him to teach you
humility even though the means appear harsh to you, they are necessary. He does not mean to harm
you neither does he fully understand the pain he inflicted - but that is not his purpose. he wishes to jolt
you into recognition of who you are before Me. He may think of it in terms of 'estate' but My purpose
is deeper. Bow Halina, for the Lord your God is visiting you and shaping you for things to come. Call
on My Mothers help all the time and again repeat what I have told you: "You are dust"......
Ponder well the thought on fasting - you have not repeated these yet to Michael do so, so that you can
work something out between you before lent. I repeat Halina before lent. Start your fasting and prayer
before Ash Wednesday or you will not be able to endure.
Who have you told of the floods? Poor creature - always reticent and perplexed. Please pray for the
right person
Halina, Cactus Flower- Keep on sifting those houses for you will soon know My providence. Do not
tarry in clearing your fathers house or all that pertains for you cannot do two things at once and there
is much to do.
Halina talk more to people of your endeavours.
You see the snow falls to the ground covering it with a mantle of whiteness and pureness but soon
Dark night will descend on the earth and all purity will be hidden from view except in the hearts and
minds of true believers and followers of My way and My footsteps.
Halina you have waited a good while for your next Rosebuds those again I have planted in your spirit.
The next Rosebud is PATIENCE.
Well Halina, not a favourite virtue of yours though you have acquired many of its attributes through
suffering. Halina now go to the bookcase of yours and see what I will show you.
(I picked on the first book that caught my eye - "The Everlasting Now" (Fr. George Maloney S.J.). I
opened it, but was not sure exactly what I was supposed to see, save the title and the words "Freedom
in Love".)
JESUS.... Yes, Halina, I did not wish you to pick up a treatise but just the words : 'Everlasting Now'.
Ponder this. To you it seems both obvious and contradictory. How can any thing that is Everlasting, so
continuous, be also something in the present... Now? But, Halina, you are unidimensional. I am
Not. All that passes is in My Present, in My Now. The closer you get to know Me, the closer you
begin to live in the Now of My Omnipotence, Omnipresence. Time becomes an irrelevance, for the
Present becomes all that can fill you with Me, not the past or the future, but this second of time. If only
you, Mankind, could grasp this, Patience would not be so difficult for you. I have each of My sheep in
My hands and heart and see you from birth to death, My Eternal 'Now' for them overflowing with love
and concern. You opened the page to
Communion of Saints and Angels. they live in My Eternal
Now and are Free of time consideration so they give Me continuous Glory and Service. They have
acquired Patience in waiting and living for and in the Will of God.
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Yesterday or tomorrow is of no import to them. My Angels, My Messengers and your Guides and
Guardians live only to do My Will at all times. At all times - in all times. They too are timeless. They
are not bound by space or moment. They do as they are bid faultlessly. Your Guardian Angel can help
you be patient if you ask for 'its' help.
Patience is a virtue and virtue is a grace ....
H.... and Grace is a little girl who never washed her face....
JESUS... Yes, Halina, the second part is funny, but do not let it obscure the meaning of the first
statement. Indeed it was added to do that. The Holy Spirit can overshadow by His Presence all aspects
of time. Do you remember how, when My Beloved Mother was appearing at Medjugorje, time seem
to be in suspension, everything became incredibly still, as on a picture- almost unreal? You
experienced this very acutely. You knew it in prayer too. One second can seem like hours and hours
like one second. This timelessness should point you to be patient, to always be in the present tense. I
am always present to you. Remember that the word patience leads to being Patient. The same word
as for 'one suffering or ill' awaiting a cure. Like one enduring. Quite so, a patient, a good patient
endures so that they can be healed. In your native Polish "Cierpliwos'c", Patience, literally means
waiting in pain - enduring. One full of suffering. Remember how patiently I hung on the Cross. I
suffered timelessly and continue My suffering for all of humanity and through My chosen vessels.
Halina, please consider the grace and virtue of Patience. It is not only essential to those who carry My
Word but to all who wish to teach. It is not simply a matter of sighing deeply and putting up with the
inconvenience of waiting, though that can be a start to Holy Patience - but think of Patience in terms
of not owning time - not of waiting but of being 'in time' and with time, all time being Mine,.
Stop now and read this to Michael and ponder more on this.
Good night, little pained Cactus. Sleep well tonight and don't forget your penance.
H....Good night, Jesus - I love you. Thank you for Your kindness to me.

Monday 6th March 2000. En Route to Thetford Forest.
JESUS.... Yes, Halina. I did want you to receive this message at home, but as you said "yes' to your
husband, I will use this opportunity to speak to you in the car so permitting you time to spend with
Me in church as your pastor has dictated (penance). You wished to write down what has been
happening to you in your many searchings for a base and home and the various unusual happenings
that you carry in your heart. Why go searching when I have told you so explicitly that My Mother
would tell you. You asked Her two questions about your membership of the Society and a base
( Society of Our Lady of the Most Holy Trinity or S.O.L.T. ). How did She answer you? Yes, Halina,
She said " Go and get some food" .You thought and delayed, but thought She meant temporal food.
You realised too late She meant spiritual food. You were supposed to spend time with Me in the
church before Me not in the chapel. She was pointing you back to Me, to My Presence. The lady who
locked the doors, making it difficult to pray any longer, said ; "He who hesitates is lost". Yes that's
right. You still hesitate to much. You wanted to know about your membership of the Society of Our
Lady. This is becoming clear to you through Father Flanagan and his 'veto' of your plans. All is not
yet revealed but, My dear child, why do you do seeking membership, when you are called to found
something for My Mother? Have you not realised yet, that you are a member of Her Society? You are
under Her Mantle. Did you not dedicate yourself to Her under the title of Our Lady of Mount Carmel
when you were a child? She has always protected you. The new house is Her house for She will lead
others to Me through this house. She will guard the doors and permit no one to desiccate the
sanctuary. You will have the True Body of Me, your Redeemer and Saviour.
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Halina, pray for more faith. A prophet that keeps silent does not deserve the title. Halina I bid you to
speak. I send encouragers to you. How strongly your friend, Celine, spoke to you, and Br..., D..., and
even Fr. B... and D.... (these were general encouragements not necessarily related to the Rosebuds)
Your friendship and its deepening surely could not have escaped even your notice.
Little one, do as your confessor and spiritual director bid. I will give your confessor a sign as he so
desires proof but you must co-operate with Me to make this possible Do not hold back Lent is nearly
upon you and soon you will receive other blessings, but you MUST remain humble and contrite for it
is by no merit of yours that this will happen. My dear Cactus, promise Me in your heart that you will
not turn away from Me even when the Cross is larger than you think you can bear.
Little One, I am always with you. You know that My Presence is so clear to you even in these days of
such aridity, Remember that you have been taught Patience. All is in MY Time not yours. You have
had to stand back from so much in the last weeks and months. But I wanted you to be patient and there
are many things that I wish you to do. I wished you to help your son on his journey. All will be well
but trust in My Providence for him. I am leading him to a place where he will find Me in such a way
that he will never turn back. Pray much for him for he has a generous heart that bruises more easily
than he admits, but he has a brave spirit. Do not worry about his relationship for all will become clear
to him.
PATIENCE, Halina - Do not run before you can walk. True patience requires a sure belief in the
Providence of God. Does it matter when I speak to you? No it does not, for each second is a gift and
you have no right to expect it. Remember that patience does not require waiting but being - simply
being at Our disposal. Sometimes this requires suffering as your human nature wishes to remove the
agony of travail or sorrow or mourning. Other times it requires endurance with no consolation. Other
times it requires you to temper enthusiasm, or submitting yourself to the unknown or even containing
joy - all these things Halina, require you to submit and be before Us as nothing, empty. Remember that
you are dust. No more or no less. Dust that can be blown about here and there and sent anywhere. A
truly patient spirit will smile at all that befalls them and regardless of order or time. Please learn to be
more patient.
Now stop but please take note of the signs I am giving you. Pray much for your pastor whose grief is
deep and what he has lost and who....... ( Jesus makes a personal comment )
Do you like your new picture? Your Angel has shown you itself as you requested. I will tell you more.
Stop now or you will be sick (writing in the car is not easy for me.).
I love you little lamb.
Footnote.
The story of acquiring the picture is really interesting. It was found in a second hand shop near us. It is
over 130 years old. A friend had sent me a book from the USA and when I saw the picture in the shop
not only was it identical to the picture in the book which is an unusual rendition but also like the angel
Jesus spoke of.
Jesus continued to remind me of the virtue of patience in the following weeks before the next Rosebud. There are many references also to the other Rosebuds as for example in the last
Rosebud there
are references to endurance. Jesus was building or rather linking them together so as to make plain
how they all fit together and especially so that they could be lived.
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For example in the locutions before the next Rosebud I was "shown" this in a book about Paul of
Graymoor ( Founder of the Franciscan Friars of the Atonement) the following reference to
Patience.
" Yet faith must "Tarry the Lord's leisure," for with God 'a thousand years are but one day'.
patience must be allowed plenty of time in which to do her work perfectly. She cannot and will not
be hurried, the fabric is exceedingly delicate, the pattern most elaborate, The Robe of Unity she is
weaving for her Son of God will be of matchless beauty, but it is the work of many generations
and Hope with smiling countenance kneels and prays, being quite happy and content to
wait." (Angell and La Fontaine p.70.) Although this refers to unity it stand in its own right.
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CARITAS (CHARITY) AND TOLERANCE
SIXTEENTH ROSEBUD
Tuesday 16th May 2000 7.40.p.m. Clearing my fathers home London.
Feast of St. Simon Stock and the Brown Scapular.

H.... IN the Name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
JESUS.... Halina, well how long are you prepared not to listen and respond to My words? Is the
messenger greater that the master, or as Fr. Bernard pointed out to you, is the servant greater than the
master? You did not respond to Me yesterday.....(in the church).... or for many other days and times.
Why do you do this? Yes, you are weak and not steadfast. I give you trials and tribulations, but you
refuse guidance by not responding to Me and My call.
Halina, now you have concluded your penance you have freed yourself from the corruption of fear and
sloth. I told you that any disobedience will cost you dearly you cannot serve two masters. I gave you
the reading of John Ch. 10 about the voice of the Good Shepherd. read it many times do not think you
understand it all, for it is very rich in meaning and it is for your times
Halina you must be more aware of the many things that are destroying the unity of My Church, My
Body. Disobedience to My Call is the chief weapon that the evil one, satan, uses. I say My Call, for the
wolves proclaim the false call - They wish to lure My little ones away from the path of submission and
perfection. Be Holy, My People, as I am Holy. I submitted even unto death. I do not wish to lose even
one sheep - but you must all come into the Fold and not try to escape. I will call all My sheep loudly
and they will not be able to mistake My voice.
My Church is being rocked. Yes, I chose My words, Halina. It is foundering, for the Rock of Peter is
being shaken - It sways from side to side and is not standing firm. How can It stand firm when It
sways. Be careful of what is presented to you as truth. Do not explore but search for the entire Truth.
The evil forces of Masonry and Devil- Worship, Apostasy, Heresy, and Sacrilege pervade My Church.
My People, how can you do this to My Body? Did I not suffer enough for you and continue to do so?
Even you, Halina, succumb to doubt, which you try to resist but it rocks you too. Do not sway. Stand
firm, little Cactus.
Fr. Peter gave you so much instruction and sound judgement. He is guiding both of you. Do as he says.
It is now urgent that you find a home, a permanent base. Others will soon need this place of refuge and
prayer.
Halina, seek more advice while it is still to be had - do not hold back. Purify your spirit more and more.
Examine your conscience daily and assiduously. If necessary, confess your sins as they occur. Do not
be bound by a weekly regime. Follow your inspiration and conscience. Become a peace-maker and
reconciler.
You have suffered much over the question of the validity of My Presence in the Mass and in the
Eucharist. This will intensify. Try to seek out those who have been gifted with Priesthood and do not
hide from It or in It. But also support those who waver and need encouragement. There are many who
will be lost unless you submit them to the Fathers
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mercy. My Little Lamb, follow your own insight, for I have already told you, you will know those who
have been chosen and gifted with the Charism of Priesthood. Do not attend a Mass if you have any
doubt about the validity or sincerity of the Priest or the manner of celebration. How can a man
consecrate the Body, My Body, and give It to My Father if he does not believe that he can do it, or that I
am present, or that he has the authority, or that I am with him? Can you give love with hate in your
heart? No, you poison the gift and the receiver is impoverished and the giver condemn himself. Halina,
you hate hypocrisy
yet you too compromise. I have said I will guide and protect you, but you must be very careful not to
allow your own feelings to modify the truth. Feeling and inspiration are not always related. I speak
through your 'feelings' sometimes, but other times in spite of them and override them. Pray for more
discernment and submit ever the more deeply.
I have sought to instruct you but you shut off from Me because it is too painful. Do not do this for
without Me you can do nothing. Little One, I beg you to answer My call. See, you are free to decline,
but where does it get you? It leads you to confusion and doubt.
I wished to give you the final Rosebud on CARITAS, 'CHARITY' AND TOLERANCE, but you were
not listening. I speak to you in visions and dreams again, but you do not always write them down. I
wanted to tell you more of the significance of your picture (Michaels gift, yours to him - The Angel
picture), but you cover your ears. ST. Faustyna also does want to tell you something of the extension of
Divine Mercy and look how hard We had to lead you to see the significance of the snow flakes you saw
and the picture of My Mother as Our Lady Of Snow - The snow flakes you saw in your vision last year
were the showering of Mercy and Grace as you are all being held hostage to the wiles of satan, who
prevents My little lambs from freely seeking Me in your churches. I have told you many times in the
last year, to seek Me in the Eucharist while you still can find Me. The evil one wishes to take away My
Body, for he knows that without This you will be weak but you must grow strong. Feed on Me while
you still can, so that when I am not permitted to feed you, you will survive by My Word, by Grace,
and by staying under My Mothers Mantle. Those I have chosen will also be fed in many ways and will
be the Source of Eucharist to others. But, little one, you must be stronger. You must pray more and
more. Do not stop I must give you the Rosebud, the final Rosebud, soon for time is running short and
soon all will be in darkness. Halina, pray for your children but do not despair or worry. I will guard
them. My Mother has promised you that they would be safe.
Halina, you have nearly found your house. In the mystery of finding you will find peace. Keep on the
road you have chosen and do as I bid. I will not let you waste time on idle searches. You are nearly
home. Pray at all times that you will not be misled for you waste time this way. I have guided you more
strongly in the past weeks. Look how I prevent you from seeking after that which is unsuitable or
inappropriate. Halina call to Me for help. My Mother is by your side and will not desert you. Again I
say to you it is Her house.
Halina now stop and make food I will feed your spirit later. Keep listening to me AT ALL TIMES.
I love you My disobedient Cactus Flower. Stubborn but loving.
Note
There were many communications between the various elements that comprise this Rosebuds.
Sometimes they contained no specific reference to Tolerance and Charity though most would be an
insight into what I was being taught. Below are the main teachings and where appropriate notes of
explanation. There were in fact only three days between the last specific teaching and the next but two
locutions including one in 'a department store' having a cup of tea. The Lord calls wherever He chooses.
Indeed before the very last locution of the Rosebuds and the preceding one is the longest gap of all of
them with many teaching in between.
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Monday 22nd. May 2000 2.30.p.m. En Route to London in a car in Huntingdon awaiting
Michael's return from the Post Office.
JESUS.... Halina - Why so despondent sweet one - you know that there is a house ready for you
- Michael must let Me lead and listen to My voice and not to external verification. You will
know when I speak through others for you know My voice but Michael must learn to listen to
Me in his heart not his head. Please tell him to be patient but to listen more carefully to Me his
sole Master.
Now go to London and do as Frs. Nicholas and Peter suggest. Speak to your friends and get the
feel of what is needed.
I wish to speak to you of TOLERANCE ,your tolerance ( My addition: of Holy things) and then
I will give you the final element to the teaching as part of the Rosebuds.
Tolerance- to tolerate something is to put up with it. It does not mean that you have to agree or
not agree with it but today it has the meaning of simply accepting it benignly what ever it is,
right or wrong, just or unjust which is a false perception of what tolerance really is. True
tolerance can be a culmination of many virtues which exemplifies love, Caritas, Charity. But it
does not lead to the acceptance of evil or sin. It does not lead you to a benign indifference, a
kind of live and let live mentality or a laissez- faire attitude. It is perhaps the most misunderstood of all virtues, yet so utterly vital. I shall give you so many examples of Holy Tolerance
which is a fruit of love and leading to perfect Charity. A mother knows how to practice this, for
she has to accept her
children's inability to do many things. She accepts their limitations and
know that they have to learn how to feed themselves, cloth (themselves), distinguish right
from wrong, and when to speak. that does not mean she lets them do what they like. She guides,
waits patiently for a passage of time, shows them things, all with great love, which becomes so
habitual that she herself is not aware of what she is doing. My Father does the same - but not
all the little sheep wish to learn.
He shows great tolerance to His Creation, yet Creation has no 'tolerance' of His Almighty
Power. They cannot tolerate His benignity, for they wish to control all things and do not wish to
submit.
So too, a child who refuses his/her mothers guidance and love puts itself above its mothers love
and understanding. So the mother then must chide to correct the child. So too My Father corrects
in order to bring the child back to the path of perfection. Yet He tolerates the error while the
child is in ignorance. Correction is required where there is foreknowledge and refusal to obey.
Halina, stop and say the Chaplet. I will give you many examples of Perfect Tolerance.
This Teaching Rosebud continued that evening
Monday 22nd. May 2000 11.p.m. La Salette Church London. After Adoration.
Jesus asked me to take up my pen and write, but I delayed while everyone was around. But I
could not delay any longer, so I went to the side chapel dedicated to Our Lady of La Salette.
JESUS.... Halina, may I repeat to you - you as a mother carried life, a child within you - the
priest, My holy priests, carry the Bread of Life, My Body, the Most Sacred and Perfect Spotless
Victim who the Father gave to mankind. Halina, you were awed as Fr. B..... carried the Host,
My Body, in the Sacred Vessel. Yes, he carried Me as you carried your child, within you and
outside you. Halina, you feel safe next to My Mother. Stay beside Her. She
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carried Me both within and without like you, but She also carried My Body, as the Man- God. That
is why She is the Mother of every priest and every priest is Her beloved son. She displays perfect
Tolerance, both as Mother but now as Mother of every true priest. She will lead them, guide them,
console them, teach them and correct them. She is the Perfect Model of Tolerance for She cannot in
any way be associated with evil or anything that discredits Me, Her Son. Yet She looks with such
love on those who continue to strive for perfection. She watches them grow in holiness and She
intercedes for them to the Father, begging, pleading for more time, and asks as only a mother can
that they be spared. On those who follow Her lead, She showers so many graces. If only My
shepherds realise how much She works for them and how bathed in Her bounty they are, they would
love Her so very much, for they would see Her radiant generosity and beauty.
Halina, Tolerance - Please pray that you acquire more of this virtue not only as a mother, which you
had, but as a mother of those who depend on you, for you will have to have great love. Remember,
Little Cactus, that you get impatient and frustrated when others stray from the path or seem to go
too slowly or reject grace - but, Halina , you have been graced in order to show a light to them, not
because of any merits of yours so you must not condemn them but guide them. You have no right to
be impatient, for it is by grace that you have anything. Please reflect on this. Fr. Nicholas has often
said this to you - and yes, he does find any revelation difficult, but he too is being used and he does
want to grow. Be patient, tender and loving. Please, Halina, be very careful when you show
displeasure for you may do more harm than good. Halina, speak My Word - Condemn falsehood,
but where you affect someone's heart and soul please be most tender and slow to evaluate. I will
show you when you must chide, and only then must you do so - never because of you own feelings.
Yes, use your intuition but mostly to pray for that person, unless I direct you otherwise.
Please, Halina, continue to submit to My guidance and instruction. Now, little one, please leave a
space for My Mother. She will speak to you later at home. Please, Halina, be gracious and
thankful.
H.... Yes Jesus.

Thursday/Friday 25th May 2000 12.50.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
On returning home via Sleaford
At home we considered Sleaford as an option for our home base, since it is more southerly and accessible. We also found good properties there, perhaps the most suitable yet.
Jesus then prompts me.
JESUS.... My Mother wishes to speak to you.
MARY.... Halina, give God the Glory. Yes, Halina, Fr. Nicholas words, chosen carefully from St.
Ignatius' instructions prompted you to reflect more on the words of the psalm which you heard
recently: " Not to us, not to us, Lord, but to You be the Glory" - also that Reverence is to be given to
the Holy Name and the Glory to be given to It.
Dearest Halina, everything I did in My House, My Home, had to be done in a way that reflected the
Glory of God, and we had to do the Will of His Father at all times. My homes on earth must also be
homes where Jesus can indwell and so are the homes which are submitted to the Fathers Will. They
are spiritual temples, like the Tabernacles (tents). Your souls are temples of the Holy Spirit but your
homes must also be Holy Places. The home/house I have chosen for you must be first and foremost
a Holy Place set apart where the Spirit can indwell and where My Son can sit at table like at Emmaus and can speak to men's heart through the servants of the house. You must cultivate and water
the house well
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with LOVE and TOLERANCE, so that all can grow in holiness - ' My House' chosen for you
belongs not to you, but to the Father. You must give Him and My Son all the Glory for what
happens in the house. You must claim nothing for and 'of'' yourself, for you can do nothing
without His Guidance.
Yes, Halina, I did lead you to Sleaford as you begged so earnestly -a little short cut to save you
time. Now you have a choice of places, as Fr. Peter suggests, of two. Sort out the priorities of the
house and the choices will become even clearer.
Halina, pray more about your Eucharistic Apostolate. Fr. Nicholas is urging you forward. Listen
carefully. Please speak to Fr. Peter, for you will have too much to relate to him and you need his
sound guidance.
Halina, please use the Sacrament of Confession more than 'the once a week'. When you recall or
become aware of a fault or sin, write it down and pray about it. Please try to relax more with your
Confessor.
Little Lamb, the time of the great tribulation is almost upon you. Soon it will be too late to change
much. Halina, Seek My Motherly heart and stay enclosed within.
Your eyes are closing, Halina. Stop now and I will speak to you soon.
Tell Michael to think about the word "Hail" (Hail Mary).
I love you both.

Monday 29th May 2000 ( Approx.9p.m.) During Adoration. Church of La Salette London.
H....Jesus, again in La Salette?
JESUS.... Yes, again Halina, for here you can truly adore Me and I can teach you the Mystery of
Love. I love you, All My Fathers Creation. I have been given to you, Mankind, so that you can be
spared Death and enter into New Life, Life Eternal in Me. I am the Vine, you are the Branches - if
you remain in Me, I will give you Eternal Life. Halina, please permit Me to enter into your heart,
your being, ever the more deeply. Do not resist Me or close even an inch of your heart.
The pain you feel about your daughter will be for her good, her salvation. I will not let you endure
more than you can stand. As for Michael, I must wash him cleaner than the Driven Snow. I will
wash him clean - do not fear. He is called to My service and he must recognise all his weaknesses
and surrender them to Me. He cannot resist temptation unless he is driven by My Power and My
Inspiration. Help him, Halina, by your prayer and gentility, not anger. Reprove - yes, reprove but
not reproach him.
Halina, I asked you to speak to Fr. Peter. You haven't yet done so. Please do so urgently for you
need his guidance now. Please contact him immediately.
CARITAS, Halina - Love - No greater love has a man than to lay down his life for his friend. Are
you My friend? Can you lay down your life for Me totally?
Halina, Halina, Halina, I call you, I plead with you - surrender all of you please. Let Fr. B..... offer
you to the Father. I hear his prayer. He is My gentle shepherd. My little pastor! - Listen to Me
through him. See how much help I have given to you. See how blessed you have been. More
gratitude, Halina. Weep for yourself and your stubbornness. Weep and wail but remember I, We
love you, little Cactus. I know your faults. Keep trying to perfect
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yourself as I lead you closer to Me. Your home will be Blessed as it is My Mothers and Ours. The
vine will bear much fruit, for I will indwell in it. You will have a priest. Trust Me please - Please
trust Me - do not waver - listen to My voice as I lead and guide you.
Now return to your seat. Thank you little Cactus.

N.B. In the next personal teaching Jesus on the 12th June 2000, chides me for my lack of total
surrender to him .He also tells me that our future home will be protected from the wiles of satan. But
once again He says :
" Dearest Halina, Please spare me more time so that I can teach you about Love and Mercy,
Tolerance and Compassion."
Wednesday 21st of June 2000 1.15.a.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS.... Yes I let you have a short sleep so that you could respond to me prayerfully. You are
praying the Rosebuds for Fr. Peter and your requests will be granted but think very carefully what
you are asking for as you requests will be granted in accordance to and with your requests. You
must always be attentive to your intentions in prayer, for the intentions of your heart are heeded by
Heaven. If you pray with little hope, so Heaven will not grant what you consider hopeless. If you
pray with great faith, so your prayer will be granted however 'hopeless' the intention appears to be.
Be careful how you pray / intercede as your prayers carry with them requests to Heaven which are
answered. Mankind does not consider the prayer it makes and wonders why the prayers seem to be
unheard. Prayers of the heart are interpreted and carried to Heaven by many Angels. prayers of the
mind stay in the domain of earth, for unspiritual things cannot be translated into spiritual,
supernatural language. My Father in His Bounty allows these to be heard through Divine Mercy,
but the prayer of the heart is sent speedily to the highest quarters of Heaven. Pray with your heart
always, Halina.
Little apostle of the Eucharist, little servant, do you like the little chaplet for children? I let you find
it. Use it well. Alter and amend it and make it versatile. (This is an old Polish Chaplet but started in
Lourdes: Crucjata Eucharistyczna Dla Dieci) You wondered how you could teach children. This
will be given to you, but the frame work of organisation is already available and needs you to
activate it. Learn it well. See how far My children have strayed. Bring them back to Me.
Soon the Flame of Justice will enlighten every heart and much will be revealed that is hidden and
blinds many, even good souls, even the Elect. Halina, stay on guard. Remember that you are the
guardian of the century. Please stay on guard. Little one, love more. Do not stop loving in spite of
the pain that you feel.
Your daughter needs you even though she believes this not to be so and her time of realisation is not
yet. You will not gain her respect easily, but you will not do so if you give in to her every whim.
Remember what I told you about TOLERANCE. Be tolerant of her failures as her mother, but not of
her error. Be assured of the Love I have for her, and I will reveal the love you have for her one day.
Love, Halina, CARITAS, CHARITY is the centre and core of being Eucharistic. To be a
Eucharist, is to be broken time and time again and yet be united to Love Itself and to be carried to
others. I ask each Eucharistic Soul to become united to Me so completely that they feel My Pulse in
their hearts and veins and they radiate My Love to others. You Halina
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have been granted a heart capable of much love, but you must be able to let Me take it and break it
at My behest. When I lifted up the Bread at the Last Supper, the Supper of Reunion with My Father
before I died, I took and broke It and in so doing gave you My Broken Body and a Symbol of My
Surrender to My Father. Love grieves. Love gives without reserve. Love tolerates it own demise, so
that the Spirit can be exalted and transforms the mortal to a realm of glorious love as seen in those
who love unto death.
Love is always gentle and always kind. Love cannot be inhibited but demands expression. Be a
'Cara Mia' - My Love. Be Love for Me. Transform your love into a living activated whole love. Be
Love itself with Me. You can only do this if you unite yourself to Me and love within and in Me.
Let Me love through you, Halina.
You are struggling at this time with so many things, and you face many dilemmas and thoughts
about your call to My service. I ask you - "How much do you love Me?" If you cannot answer
truthfully, totally, then pray more and your prayer will be answered. Please remember that you are
not alone, and that what ever I ask you to do I do it with you. You worry too much about your
choice of house and home. Spend more time in quite and prayer, in surrender, and I will guide you
more closely. Halina, if you wait too long it will be too late. Think and Pray.
Fr. Peter will not forget about either of you as he journeys to Graymoor. Contact Fr. W........ and
Bishop M........ - Pray, pray, pray constantly. Halina , do not give in to despondency or
depression. Do not let Satan bring you down with fears and doubts. Beg My Mothers help. She
knows how to dispatch the serpent who would wish to destroy you and My House at this time. His
attacks will be vicious the nearer you get to realising My Will for you both. Stand up, Halina , and
be bold. Do not withdraw into the safe quarters of compromise and self protection. Be Bold.
Halina, stop now. I leave you My Love and My Host. Ask to be fed and you shall receive. You need
My Food at this time. Soon you will go on a long unexpected journey*. Wait and see where. I leave
you My Peace, little Cactus, My Blessing.
H.... Jesus, I love You - make me into Love. Help me to surrender to your purifying Love. I adore
You. Thank You, Jesus, for Your words to me and Your Guidance.
2.00 .a.m.
N.B.
* In October 2000 quite unexpectedly we went to Assisi Italy birth place of St. Francis.
Additional note 26.th July 2002. While mulling how to present this two in one Rosebud I came
across the words of St. Vincent De Paul: "Tolerance is an important part of Charity. Without it, it is
difficult for two persons to get on together. Moreover, it is the bond of all friendship and unites
people in heart and action, not only with each other but in unity with Our Lord, so that they may
really be at peace." ( Found in the Biography of St. Vincent by F.A.Forbes - Tan Books)

Sunday 23rd. July 2000 5.10.p.m. Home Huntingdon.
JESUS....My eyes are heavy with weeping for My beleaguered Church. Why are My Pastors
deserting the Truth? Why? No, they continue to abuse My little ones with lies and half truths. Do
they not realise that they will be betrayed by those very lies? Their path of impurity will become
manifest to others who will leave them to their sad fate.
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Halina, I give you such strong impulses of love, yet you are still reluctant to write even though you
listen to Me through others. Halina, do not do this for I need you to be totally receptive to My voice.
I am instructing you through others, as your spiritual director is away. Soon he will return and will
guide you further. I have also beckoned you deeper still and helped you understand the nature of
submission that I require from you. I want nothing short of everything from you, Halina, and see how
you still pull back. Yet you are now able to see the areas of blockage painful though they are. You
must be willing to put Me first in all things, before your children even. You know that My Mother is
looking after them and will lead them. Let go now of that directive. Love them and speak Truth to
them, but do not use them as a shield or barrier between My call to you and your love of them.
Halina, I am also schooling you in Tolerance. it seems that the only way I could teach you is to show
you. I could have explained more to you, but as you did not respond to this you have chosen the
harder path for yourself. Tolerance, as you have found out, does not require consent to untruth,
When you see this, you must speak out or react in a manner appropriate, otherwise you are guilt of
complicity in the untruth, the lie, and 'satan is the master, father of lies.'
Tolerance is the most refining of virtues, for it requires both acts of total love for Me and My ways
and with no loss of love to those who betray Me. Yet it is also important to speak the Truth to them,
so that they have a chance to correct the error of their ways. To tolerate is to pay the price of
submission to the imperfection of man but the 'Perfection of Ways' which are above all things and
create a exquisite suffering in those called to follow Me. How can it not be so? Did I not submit to
Pilate, Herod, the abuses of the crowd? But I did not submit to their ways, but only to the Call of My
Father? You must be very certain, Halina, of what True Tolerance means. It has been disfigured and
destroyed by evil men who wish to bring about false ways and lies and present them as truth. You
can see this in the Church and in your society. They kill and call it mercy and choice. They alter their
God-given nature - Male and Female I called them - and think it clever and a freeing.
They present bread to My Flock and call it the host and Eucharist, but they have given stones, for I
will not tolerate the unsubstantial re-enactment of Calvary - My Fathers anger is mounting. Do you
understand, My little daughter and Cactus, what I am telling you? I, We, and My Most Blessed
Mother cannot stand by evil. It is not possible. True Tolerance requires a safe-guard of truth and a
renunciation of all evil.
Halina, improve your Tolerance of Good and destroy your tolerance of evil. Upbuild your love for
My Little Flock - Tolerate their weakness, but only in so far as they search for the Truth. If they deny
the Truth, walk away. You are not bidden to stand beside evil and untruth. Even the
'word' (Tolerance) is now hated, for man seeks to denounce words that point to wickedness and
untruth. They confuse My Little Sheep. They make Blood pour down My Body from My Broken
Heart. Have pity, Halina, on Your Redeemer. Can you tolerate this? Can you stand by and watch My
Suffering unmoved? You have a gentility of nature that can make you be reduced to tears by even
little things, yet you see My Suffering and try to stay calm. Why? Are you ashamed to be moved by
My Sufferings? You are disturbed greatly by Them, but cover up your wounds so that they are not
visible. Did I cover Mine? You read the definition of virtue: "....to grow in the wounds" Why do you
not grow in My Wounds? Make the wounds coalesce so that the blood of Martyrs so much mingled
with My Blood, can shield you and protect you.
Halina, you know what is happening. You sense the great whore of Babylon. I have led you to show
you how this has happened but you do not respond to this but greater submission to My suffering
Heart and My Truth.
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Your house, your spiritual house, has to be stronger. Halina, put more time aside for Me. Soon you
will be travelling and moving home - travelling to a special place and moving to your new home. You
will be busy but you will not achieve a peace unless you are totally compliant. You have finally
started to ask the right questions in relation to your submission. Keep on asking those who I have
presented as your guides. Pray more about your relationship with your Parish Priest. He is...(Jesus
now makes a personal comment and a request for us to support him, and gives us an insight into the
future. He designates how each of us should help him).....Do not have false compassion, but true
Tolerance. pray for him much more than you do. Please, little Cactus Flower, do so with great
impatience for his welfare. Plead for him.
There will still be surprises concerning your new home. All has not been made clear to you, for I
wanted your submission in regards to choice of house. I know that you are fearful of both call and of
this 'large' and what you perceive as dull, and a little forbidding, house and home. Halina, I love you.
Please trust Me completely. Be patient. You still have not referenced - referred to My Mother on this
issue adequately. What is its name? Are you certain it is Her choice? You believe it to be Mine. You
act in submission, but it is My Mother house. Please be patient and execute extreme care in your
actions.
I know you cannot wait for Wednesday and Fr. Peter. Plan carefully for you have much to present to
him of your journey, not only your home, but your spiritual home, choice of confessor,
purifying
of your spirit, and other paths and inspirations.
Stop now and read this to Michael. I love you Little Cactus.
Please Pray the Te Deum tonight. 5.55p.m.
Comment
There is a long gap between this and the next section of the Rosebud on Tolerance and Charity. The
reason for this is made clear in this following and conclusive element and final part of the Rosebuds.

Tuesday 12th September 2000 7.p.m. My fathers former home, London. (Michael resting)
JESUS....Halina, I am so glad that you have started to read this book straight away and are
benefiting from it already. Keep your heart focused on Me, Halina. Please relate all your questions to
Me. Ask Me if you want further clarification and I will grant you insight, Halina. Ponder on the life of
St. Clare. You are already learning that there were misrepresentations of her. This beautiful girl and
woman had Purity as her middle name and Integrity written on her heart. Light, by her very name,
came to her, and Obedience was her second calling. Her first calling was Poverty and Simplicity,
which can only be achieved by Pure Love indwelling in the spirit and directing its actions. She had
outer and inner beauty, and Francis loved her. When you visited her Monastery, do you recall the
thunderstorm of such length that you had to stay longer than your host intended. You were almost
drawn into the very buildings, you felt so close. Remember how Eucharistic St. Clare is.
Halina, I have not given you the concluding part of the final Rosebud on Tolerance and Caritas - You
have, indeed you have, thought that I had concluded, though you felt that it was rather an abrupt
ending. Well, the reason, My dear Boniface, -- Yes, that's what I said, Boniface - is that I had to lead
you along this path of Poverty and Purity.
Listen little Boniface, Listen - I tell you this, unless My Witnesses, My Martyrs of today, love in an
unbridled, uncompromising and devoted way, unless Love becomes the key to all
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service, unless Love is a perfection of the spirit, and unless you Love as I have Loved you, totally,
you will never stand up to the tortuous path that all My remnant people will now have to travel.
Caritas, Pure Charity, puts 'other' before self, and Me at the Core - the Heart of all action. My Mother
loved with such a perfect love that She was incapable of sin. Perfect Love requires self-immolation
and death but is resplendent with True Life.
Show Charity to all people. Never abandon hope for anyone, but do not let fault or sin remove from
your sight the beauty of the created being I made. My Father and I and the Spirit made all things perfectly. Each soul was made perfect. If you see sin, you must pray all the most ardently for the sinner.
The more you pray, the more grace will be given. Do not worry if nothing seems to be happening.
Life on this world is but a breath. What matters is life eternal. Pray others into being.
Little Cactus, use your prickles well, to goad and cajole others, but encourage with sweetness.
If someone walks away, let them go. My Father and I recognise those who turn their backs - but
please pray for all those that you feel have not taken the path of wickedness - and have
condemned themselves. I will not lose even one given to Me by My Father, but I need the prayer to offer
to My Father from all My faithful people as recompense for the grave sin of today.
Little one, have hope, do not despair. Charity is born in the heart and expands it, till it breaks and
bleeds. You are near this point, and you will soon realise the cost of such love. Halina, I love you.
This you must know, and never let anyone or anything dull this thought. Little one, remember that all
that the world gives will never match even one second of My Love for you or satisfy your heart.
Halina, look at Michael's brokenness. Yet his service is all the more for that.
So Halina, I now conclude My teaching and schooling on the Rosebuds of Crucifixion and the Path of
Eternal Life. To live each one to perfection requires great heroism. Are you ready?
School yourself so that you can school others. Do not compromise. Do not run away. Submit to all
direction that I give you directly and through those I have given you.
I cannot help those who do not help themselves and refuse guidance.
I wish you to Proclaim these Rosebuds. Live them and let them become your Beatitudes.
Halina, remember your key words: -" The stone the builders rejected has become the Cornerstone".
" Love one another as I have Loved you."
" You will know the Lords Goodness in the land of the Living"
" Go sell all you have" and" the rich young man walked away sad"
" This is My Body Broken for you".
" Unless a grain of wheat falls into the ground and dies......" (I was going to go on and Jesus prompted
me here).
And My Mothers words: "My Soul Magnifies the Lord........".
Halina, Your path is written within these words and in the Rosebuds. Farewell, My little one, My
Cactus and lady of Great Nothingness and Servant of the Poor, Little Boniface. But do not mourn, for
I shall continue to guide and instruct you and speak with your heart, but Light shines more resplendently in Darkness. For a time, all delight in My words will be removed. You will hear Me, but feel
nothing but Pain. I am with you. I will always be with you. You are the Apple of My Eye. Do not cry,
but rejoice. Farewell for now, sweet one.
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Adieu. Show this to your Spiritual Director soon.
Comment
Perplexed about the title 'Boniface' and whilst continuing to clear my fathers bookcase I
came across some old Geographical magazines( many years old) Opening one of them I was
totally amazed as before my eyes was an article about St. Boniface. Written in an academic
style with much history it nevertheless gave much information. However I am still not quite
sure why this name.....?)
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This is a Host Apostolate Publication which cannot be reprinted except for personal
use without permission.
The Host Apostolate is an Association of Lay faithful leading a life of prayer.
Aims. Adoration. Evangelisation and Formation.
For further information please visit www.thehostapostolate.org

Halina Holman lives in the North East of England. She is married to Michael and she
has three ‘grown up children’, two daughters and a son.
She also has a Grandson… first grandchild.
The couple are co-founders of the Host Apostolate.
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